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Step up Covid testing, States told 3 Navy officers killed
Detection, isolation
key to stem spread
of pandemic: Centre
PNS n NEW DELHI

he numbers of daily CovidT
19 cases have come down
in several States without any
reversal in positivity rate.
Taking note of this trend to play
with the numbers, the Ministry
of Health and Family Welfare
has asked the States to increase
the pace of testing “in a strategic manner”.
Issuing an updated set of
guidelines for the care of
Covid-19 patients, the Ministry
has urged doctors to avoid the
use of steroids and to test
patients for tuberculosis if
severe coughing persists.
According to the revised guidelines steroid use increases the
risk of secondary infections,
such as black fungus and must,
thus, be avoided.
In a letter to States and UTs
on Monday, additional secretary in the Union Health
Ministry Arti Ahuja advised
them to immediately increase
the testing in a strategic manner keeping in view the trend
of case positivity in specific
areas.
Referring to the Ministry’s
earlier letters and the Home
Ministr y advisor y of
December 27 last year laying
out the broad framework of
pandemic management in the
context of Omicron, Ahuja
said testing remains a key and

crucial component.
“However, it is seen from
the data available on the ICMR
portal that testing has declined
in many States and Union
Territories,” she wrote. The
additional health secretary
said in all advisories on testing
issued by the Indian Council
of Medical Research (ICMR),
including the latest on January
10, the basic objective remains
early detection of cases for
quick isolation and care.
In addition, testing
remains a key strategy for
pandemic management as it
helps in the identification of
new clusters and new hotspots
of infection which can, in
turn, facilitate immediate
action for containment such as
setting up of containment
zones, contact tracing, quarantining, isolation and follow-up.
This can enable the State
and district administrations to
curb the spread of infection.
Also this will ensure a reduction in mortality and morbidity. “Progression of disease to
a severe category can be averted by strategic testing of those
who are at high risk and more
vulnerable, as well as in areas
where the spread is likely to be
higher,” Ahuja said.
Reiterating the advisory on
purposive testing strategy
issued by the ICMR on
January 10, she said in community settings all those who
are symptomatic must be tested and all at-risk contacts of
laboratory-confirmed cases
must also be tested.

in explosion on warship

PNS n NEW DELHI/MUMBAI

blast onboard frontline
A
warship INS Ranvir on
Tuesday killed three Navy per-

Workers carry Covid waste from a State Government-run Covid hospital for dumping in Kolkata on Tuesday

PTI

sonnel and injured several others in Mumbai. The Navy has
ordered the mandatory board
of inquiry to find out the cause
of the blast.
In a statement issued late in
the evening, the Navy said, “In
an unfortunate incident today
at Naval Dockyard Mumbai,
three naval personnel succumbed to injuries caused by
an explosion in an internal
compartment onboard INS
Ranvir. The ship’s crew
responded immediately and
quickly brought the situation
under control. No major mate-

rial damage has been reported.”
INS Ranvir was on crosscoast operational deployment
from the Eastern Naval
Command since November
last year and was due to return
to base port shortly.
The incident took place
when the Rajput-class destroyer was docked at Naval
Dockyard in Mumbai.
A preliminary probe indicated the blast had nothing to
do with weapons or ammunition explosion. The court or
board of inquiry will investigate
all the angles, sources said.
The fourth of the five
Rajput-class destroyers, INS
Ranvir was commissioned into
the Indian Navy on October 28,
1986.

Covid cases rise 58 times in 3
weeks in paramilitary forces
RAKESH K SINGH n NEW DELHI

ovid-19 active cases swelled
C
over 58 times in the last
three weeks in the paramilitary
ranks, from just 148 cases on
December 28 to 8,671 cases as
on Monday. During the period,
two deaths were recorded, taking the toll due to Covid-19 to
350 in the forces’ ranks.

The combined tally of
Covid-19 cases in the paramilitary ranks has crossed the
one lakh mark with a tally of
1,00,210 cases.
The Central Industrial
Security Force (CISF) topped
the list with 2,764 active
Covid-19 cases followed by
2,747 cases in the Central
Reserve Police Force (CRPF)

and 1,330 cases in the Border
Security Force (BSF).
The Sashastra Seema Bal
(SSB) has 1,018 active cases
followed by 586 cases in
Indo-Tibetan Border Police
(ITBP), 149 cases in National
Disaster Response Force
(NDRF) and 77 cases in
National Security Guard
(NSG).

Bhagwant Mann Channi’s nephew Cong’s Def Band deal with
picked as AAP’s among men raided Devas ‘fraud on India’: FM
Punjab CM face for illegal mining F
PNS n NEW DELHI

Cong cries foul
PNS n CHANDIGARH

ays ahead of the highD
octane Punjab Assembly
elections, the Enforcement

Delhi CM and AAP supremo Arvind Kejriwal with party’s Chief Ministerial
candidate Bhagwant Singh Mann ahead of Punjab polls, in Mohali
MONIKA MALIK n
CHANDIGARH/MOHALI

he Aam Aadmi Party
(AAP) on Tuesday decided
to bet on its trusted general
Bhagwant Mann to win the
electoral battle in Punjab, and
named him as the party’s Chief
Ministerial candidate.
Since 2014, comedianturned-politician Mann has
remained AAP’s face not only
in Punjab but also in the

T

PTI

national politics — being the
only party MP to tide through
the Modi wave that swept the
nation in 2019 Lok Sabha
polls. And the announcement
of two-time MP from Sangrur
as AAP’s CM face in Punjab
did not come as a surprise to
many.
AAP’s national convener
and Delhi Chief Minister
Arvind Kejriwal on Tuesday
announced Mann as “AAP da
CM” in Punjab.

Directorate (ED) on Tuesday
carried out searches at multiple locations in Punjab, including the Mohali residence of
Chief Minister Charanjit Singh
Channi’s nephew, in connection with an illegal sand mining case.
In all, the raids were conducted in Ludhiana, Mohali,
and Pathankot districts, including the offices, residences as
well as godowns of several
accused companies. As per
reports, about a dozen premises of the Chief Minister’s relatives have been raided by the
ED officials at different places
including Mohali (Homeland
Heights), Ludhiana and even
Panchkula (in Haryana).
The raids were reportedly
conducted in a money laundering case under the Prevention of
Money Laundering Act based
on an FIR registered in 2018 by
the Punjab Police against one

Kudrat Deep Singh, the main
accused, who owns a quarry in
Nawanshahr.
It has been learnt that
Kudrat Deep Singh had formed
two companies, and the director of one of the companies was
Bhupinder Singh Honey —
Chief Minister Channi’s
nephew.
The illegal sand mining
case was initially registered by
the Punjab Police at Rahon
police station of Nawanshahr on
the complaint of the mining
officer under section 21(1) and
4(1) of the Mines and Minerals
(Regulation of Development)
Act, 1957, and under section
379, 420, 465, 467, 468 and 471
of the Indian Penal Code.

COVID IN MADHYA PRADESH

Cities
Bhopal
Indore
Gwalior

Fresh Cases

Total cases

1339
2106
458

133810
169120
58586

inance Minister Nirmala
Sitharaman on Tuesday
accused the Congress-led UPA
of entering into a “fraud” and
“scandalous” deal with Devas
Multimedia by allocating Sband spectrum used by the
defence for “pittance”.
At a Press conference, she
said the Government is now
fighting in every court to save
taxpayers’ money that would
otherwise go towards paying
for arbitration awards that
Devas has won against the
cancellation of the 2005 deal.
She said the Supreme Court on
January 17 comprehensively
upheld the liquidation of Devas
Multimedia on grounds that it
was incorporated with fraudulent intentions.
Her comments came as
Devas shareholders pursue
Indian assets abroad to recover USD 1.29 billion that international arbitration tribunals
awarded over a cancelled satellite contract. They have got a
French court order for freezing Indian properties in Paris
and are seeking Air India
funds in Canada. The 2005
agreement was “a fraud on
people of India, fraud against
the country,” she said, adding
the S-band spectrum, which is

CM suspends SDM Shahdol, Asst Commissioner Khargone
STAFF REPORTER n BHOPAL

hief Minister Shivraj
Singh Chouhan has said
that the accountability of
officers should be fixed in
redressal of complaints. Strict
action should be taken against
the officers and employees
who do not give benefits on
time. The pending applications should be resolved by
launching a campaign.
Chouhan was addressing the
officers in video conferencing
of Samadhan online programme in Mantralaya on
Tuesday.
Chouhan directed to suspend
two officers, SDM Shahdol
and Assistant Commissioner
Khargone, who were negligent
in redressal of complaints.
Chief Secretary Iqbal Singh
Bains, Principal Secretary
Manish Rastogi, Collectors of

C

Samadhan online
programme
the districts, Superintendents of
Police and other officers were
present.
The Chief Minister congratulated the districts, officers,
departments for their outstanding performance in the
CM Helpline and instructed
the low performing ones to
improve. Chief Minister
Chouhan asked the district
collectors to resolve the complaints of electricity, cleanliness,
scholarship, sewage etc on priority.
The Chief Minister said that
providing benefits of schemes
and maintaining systems is
good governance. The departments which have more issues
should be reviewed. There
should be continuous review of

Last year in October, a fire
onboard Indian Navy’s destroyer INS Ranvijay injured four
people. The incident happened
when the warship was docked
at the Visakhapatnam Naval
Harbour.
In May last year, a fire
onboard India’s aircraft carrier
INS Vikramaditya caused an
alarm. However, the fire was
doused and all personnel on
board were safe and suffered no
major injuries.
The ill-fated ship in
Mumbai is 5,000 tons, nearly
500 feet long with a beam of 52
feet. It carries Brahmos missiles
besides has the capability of
launching two helicopters. The
ship can travel at a top speed of
40 knots.

complaints at the district and
state level. There is no pendency of complaints in the
CM Helpline. He said that the
ranking of districts is being
done on the basis of redressal
of complaints.
Chouhan praised the districts
which have improved the most
in the ranking of the district
and stressed the need to
improve districts with low
ranking through better work.
He said that this competition
should continue. Chouhan said
that officers should work seriously in "Samadhan Ek Diwas".
Chouhan directed for systematic distribution of ration in the
state. He said that strict action
should be taken if the complaints related to ration are
found to be true. In this regard,
he gave necessary instructions
to Rajgarh and Ashoknagar
collectors. The Chief Minister

told all the collectors that there
should be no complaints in distribution of ration for poor.
Chouhan expressed displeasure over the timely disposal of
applications related to the birth
certificate of the daughter of
Shri Jagdish Chouhan an applicant from Bhopal and Guna
applicant Shri Mukesh
Sharma's maternity assistance.
He said that the arrangements
for redressal of complaints
should be improved through
the CM Helpline. If found
guilty, action should be taken
against the concerned persons.
Chouhan directed the
Superintendent of Police to
trace the missing girl in connection with the complaint of
Panna's applicant Deepak Nath.
He said that serious action
should be taken in such cases.
In the matter of complaint of
Morena's applicant, Tinku

Sharma, Chouhan told to
ensure early payment of toilet
construction. In other such
cases also, pay the amount
expeditiously. The Chief
Minister inquired about the
complaint from the applicant
Shri Surendra of Narsinghpur
and expressed his displeasure
over the delay in sanction of
loan.
Chouhan held the SDM
responsible for non-payment of
compensation amount even
after passing of the award of
land to Anuppur applicant
Gyan Singh. In this regard,
Shahdol commissioner was
directed to conduct an inquiry
and suspended SDM Shri
Milind Nagdeve. He said that
those who are involved in it will
not be spared. The Chief
Minister heard the complaint of
Khargone applicant Upasana
Badole.

CAPSULE
No tie-up with SP
even for 100 seats:
Chandreshekhar
Noida: Aazad Samaj Party chief
Chandrashekhar Azad on
Tuesday said it will no longer
approach the SP for a tie-up for
the Uttar Pradesh Assembly
elections even if Akhilesh Yadav
offers it 100 seats. Azad said his
party is open to stitching an
alliance with others and
maintained that his fight has
always been with the BJP.

GATE EXAM: ASPIRANTS
WANT POSTPONEMENT
New Delhi: Over 23,000
candidates appearing for the
GATE in February have joined a
petition demanding the exam be
postponed in view of the third
wave of Covid-19.

BIHAR DOCTOR TOOK 5
COVID VACCINE SHOTS

Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman addresses a press conference in New Delhi on
Tuesday
PTI

otherwise used for defence
purposes only, was given away
for a pittance.
Devas, she said, promised
to deliver on things for which
it didn’t even have rights. In
2005, Devas Multimedia
signed an agreement with
Antrix — the commercial arm
of the Indian Space Research
Organisation (ISRO) — to

provide multimedia services to
mobile users using the leased
S-band satellite spectrum. The
deal was cancelled in 2011 on
the ground that the auction of
the broadband spectrum was
mired in fraud and that the
Government needed the Sband satellite spectrum for
national security and other
social purposes.

Patna: The Bihar Government
has ordered an investigation
after records showed that a
Patna-based civil surgeon was
administered five shots of the
Covid-19 vaccine.

NEPAL RENAMES IT TO
‘MADHES PRADESH’

Kathmandu: Nepal’s southeastern Province 2 has been
renamed Madhes Pradesh with
Janakpur retained as its capital,
settling a long-standing debate
on the region’s official reference
after it was made a province in
2015.

Why women’s intake in NDA only
19, same as last yr: SC to Centre
PNS n NEW DELHI

he Supreme Court on
T
Tuesday asked the Centre
to explain why despite its
orders, the intake of women
candidates in the National
Defence Academy (NDA) for
the year 2022 has been restricted to 19, the figure the same as
last year.
The apex court asked the
Centre to place the figures on
record about the total number
of candidates, including
women, who have appeared in
the NDA examination 2021, for
entrance tests for Rashtriya
Indian Militar y College
(RIMC) and for Rashtriya
Military School (RMS).

A bench of Justices Sanjay
Kishan Kaul and MM Sundresh
told Additional Solicitor General
Aishwarya Bhati, appearing for
the Centre, that the Government
will have to explain why the figure of 19 women has been fixed
for the year 2022 as per the notification issued by UPSC.
“The figure is the same as
for the 2021 test. Last year, you

said that it was due to infrastructure problems that the
intake of women will be less.
Now, again for the year 2022,
you have proposed to take the
same number of women candidates. Why have you fixed this
figure? You have to explain this.
19 seats cannot be for all times
to come. ad hoc measure,” the
bench said.
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Ministers should play a lead role in
vaccination work: Chief Minister
STAFF REPORTER n BHOPAL

hief Minister Shivraj Singh
Chouhan has said that the
ministers should keep an
eye on the health infrastructure
in the districts. Keep taking stock
of the necessary arrangements in
the hospitals. Vaccination work is
satisfactory, but it has to be done
cent per cent. No person should
miss a vaccine dose.
Keeping an eye on the
situation of infection in the third
wave of Covid, economic
activities should be conducted
with full precautions. The works
and livelihoods of the poor
should not be affected, everyone

C

should adopt precautions of
wearing masks and keeping
mutual distance. Ministers should
play a leadership role with public
cooperation in the control of
Covid as done in both the earlier
waves. Chouhan was addressing
the ministers before the meeting
of the Council of Ministers at
Mantralaya on Tuesday.
The Chief Minister said that
the ministers should continue to
take stock of the works and
infrastructural arrangements for
prevention, treatment and
management of corona. Ministers
and other public representatives
should also keep an eye on the
home isolation system. It should

be ensured that the health
information of infected patients
is taken daily by the doctors over
the phone.
Chouhan said that Madhya
Pradesh is in the category of big
states, having successful control
of Covid. In other states where
the positivity is above 10, in the
country it is 14.75, while in
Madhya Pradesh it is only 7
percent. The state has given the
first dose of vaccine to 97 percent
and the second dose to 90.6.
Despite this, we do not have to be
careless, we together have to
take full care of and ensure
treatment of the citizens who
have been infected. Their morale

is also to be boosted. Using the
model of people-participation
of Covid control of Madhya
Pradesh, work is being done to
bring the common people out of
the problem even in the present
conditions.
Ever yone's
cooperation in this work will lead
to success.
Additional Chief Secretary
Mohd. Suleman informed that
only 2.2 percent positive patients
in the state are admitted in
hospitals. The rest are taking
advantage of home isolation.
Infected citizens are getting the
guidance of doctors in Covid
Care Centres and homes. Regular
communication is also being

done with the citizens living in
home isolation.
The meeting of the Cabinet
under the chairmanship of Chief
Minister Chouhan began with
the mass singing of the national
song Vande Mataram in the
Mantralaya hall on Tuesday.
Chouhan gave instructions on
various points and expressed
expectation from the ministers.
After the departmental
review meetings, work should be
done by taking the priorities in
the road map of the department.
Keep in mind the priority
points in the budget also.
Implementation of plans should
be taken seriously.

Madhya Pradesh Chief Minister Shivraj Singh Chouhan administers a drop of Suvarna Prashan, an immunity booster for kids ,
at a programme organised by Arogya Bharti, in Bhopal on Tuesday.
Pioneer photo

Dacoit nabbed for snatching Bundelkhandi play ‘Kafan’ enthralls
Insas rifle from a policeman audience at Little Ballet Troupe

ICCR organises
Tabla recital
by Ashesh

PNS n MHOW

Tabla recital by Ashesh
Upadhyay was held on
Tuesday.
Indian Council for Cultural
Relations (ICCR) Regional
Office organized a programme
"Sur Taal" under the online
Horizon series. Artist Ashesh
Upadhyay from Bhopal gave a
wonderful online presentation
of tabla recital.
He started off with Teen Taal.
This was followed with Peshkar,
Qaede of Dilli Ajrada Gharana,
Rela. He continued playing
Farshbandi of Farukhabad,
Dhrut Teen Taal.
He wrapped up his performance with Teen Taal,
Tukde, Paran. Ashesh
Upadhyay was accompanied by Jitendra Sharma on
harmonium.
Born in Vidisha, Ashesh's interest in music was traced to his
father G.P. Upadhyay's music
happened because of Anuram.
At the age of 5, his early education started under the guidance
of Bhaiyalal Bhainyo. After that,
he started learning Takta from
the famous singer and tabla
player Late Deepak Pathak
belonging to Gwalior Gharana
of Vidisha city.
He is an A grade artist in All
India Radio / Doordarshan.
Also, he has performed on
almost all the prestigious and
respected stage of the country.
(Like International Khajuraho
Festival, Tansen Music Festival,
Music Festival, Saptak Music
Festival, National Music Festival,
National Government Bharti
Music Festival, Badal Ramji
Anubhuti Udhakar Chandan
etc.)
Presently you are working in
DMS of NCERT Regional
Institute of Education Bhopal,
Ministry of Human Resource
and Development, Government
of India.

team of Badgonda
police station of Mhow
tehsil arrested the dacoit
who had snatched an INSAS
rifle from a policeman of
Badgonda and fled away in the
night with other dacoits.
It is to be noted that few days
back a group of dacoits forced
enter in a private building in
Signal Vihar Colony area,
Mhow but as the family
members of the building got
cautious and the guard of the
private building also alerted the
police patrol team. The dacoits
fled away from the Signal Vihar
area and crossed the Gambhir
river but they were challenged
by the policeman of the
Badgonda police station but

A

dacoits opened fires at the
policeman and overpowered
him, as they were several in
number and snatched his
INSAS rifle and fled away
taking advantage of darkness.
On the instructions of I G
Indore Rural zone Rakesh
Gupta and guidance of DIG
Indore
Rural
zone
Chandrasekhar Solanki, a team
of policeman of four different
districts including Indore rural
S P Bhagwat Singh Birde, Dhar
S P Aditya Pratap Singh,
Jhabua and Alirajpur were
formed. The team lead by
Mhow ASP Puneet Gehlot
arrested Akesh alias Akesh
son of Arjun Baghel age 20
years resident of Kadwal police
station Bori in Alirajpur district
in the sudden trap at

pipelderiya forest area of
Alirajpur.
The accused Akesh disclosed
the entire story of dacoity with
his friends Somala, Kalam,
Raju and Mukesh. The police
team also recovered the INSAS
rifle which was snatched from
the policeman. The accused
Akesh is on police remand till
24 January and the police team
is searching the other dacoits
who were involved in dacoity.
SDOPMhowVinod Sharma,
TIBadgonda Amit Kumar, TI
Kishanganj Arun Solanki, T
IMhow Kuldeep Khatri and
sub inspector Ajab Singh
Yadav, sub inspector Gulab
Singh Rawat, sub inspector
Ashik Hussain of Badgonda
police station were the part of
the trap team.

STAFF REPORTER n BHOPAL

he Bhopalites witnessed the essence
of
Munshi
Premchand's wtiting in a
Bundelkhandi play ‘Kafan’
on Tuesday. The play was
staged at Little Ballet
Trouoe auditorium under
Bundelkhandi theatre festival.
Another play, Ram
Prasad Bismil was also
performed on the same
day.
Kafan was directed by
Kshitij Sharma and Ram
Prasad Bismil was directed by Yogesh Tiwari. The
short story, ‘Kafan’ and is
about people who are

T

unemployed and also do
not urge to do any work.
The story revolves
around a poor family
where the daughter-inlaw is expecting good
news. But, her husband

and father-in-law are least
interested to take care of
her. Somehow she ends
up with a harsh death.
Soon after her death, her
husband and father-inlaw goes to the Zamindar

to ask for some money to
buy a Kafan for her.
As they get the money,
both spent it on alcohol
and dinner rather than
perfoming the funeral of
the woman.
Through
this
Bundelkhandi adaptation
of short story the director
has tried to showcase the
cruel reality of society.
Along with this the poverty and unemployment in
Bundelkhand have been
presented in theatre.
In addition to the
Bundeli dialect and folk
music was also added in
the play to let the audience experience the
Bundelkhandi flavours.

Handbag carrying Rs 10,000
cash, valuables stolen
STAFF REPORTER n BHOPAL

ickpockets stole bag
carying Rs 10000 and
an ATM card from
victim while travelling in
city bus on Sunday; victim
was targeted near Vidhya
Sagar college, Awadhpuri
police have started investigation.
According to the police, the
victim Suinta Pandey while
travelling in a city bus
found that purse she was
carrying was missing. She
asked other passengers and
bus conductor and failed to
find it and later lodged
complaint with police.
A complaint was lodged
with Awadhpuri police and
in the complaint, victim has
claimed that she had gone
for work and was carrying
bag having cash and ATM

P

Students of Government Sarojini Naidu Girls college stage a protest demanding online exams in the colleges in the State amid a surge in coronavirus cases, at the
residence of Higher Education Minister in Bhopal on Tuesday.
Pioneer photo

card and while she was
travelling near Vidhya
Sagar college she found
that the bag was missing.
The police have registered
a case under section 379 of
the IPC and have started
further investigation. In
the investigation, police
would take help of the
CCTV cameras installed in
the low floor bus.
Meanwhile, miscreants

stole five
trees
of
Sandalwood
and two LED
from imperial
Savare
hotel under
Koh-e- Fiza
police station
area; police
have started
investigation.
According to
the police Ajaz Khan
lodged complaint regarding stealing of five
Sandalwood trees and two
LED worth
Rs 20000.
Based on the complaint
after the preliminar y
investigation the police
have registered a case
under section 379 of the
IPC and have started further investigation into the
matter.

STAFF REPORTER n BHOPAL
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DanaMojo introduces a giving ‘Rani Avanti Bai’ Rohit Sahoo on how to unleash
play staged
the power of our soul
marketplace for donors
STAFF REPORTER n BHOPAL
STAFF REPORTER n BHOPAL

ndia’s only exclusive
online payments solution
platform for NGOs now
allows donors to donate
directly to a cause of their
choiceDanaMojo, India’s only
exclusive payment platform
for NGOs has expanded to
now reaching out to donors
with its Giving Marketplace
at https://danamojo.org/discover.
Having onboarded 1,000
NGOs on its platform since its
launch in 2016, DanaMojo
decided to add this B2C offering to its otherwise B2B business. With the Giving
Marketplace, individuals can
select to give to any of its 350+
active verified NGOs based
on the cause they feel strongly about or location they prefer.
Many donors are not sure
of where they want to give or
which organizations they
want to give towards. But they
all tend to know which causes they would like to give or
which type of beneficiary.
Many of them are also keen to
give to organizations close to
them so that they can visit

O
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Police contingents during rehearsal parade for the upcoming Republic Day celebrations at lal parade ground in Bhopal on
Tuesday.
Pioneer photo

Three booked for setting ablaze an
ambulance in Hamidia campus
STAFF REPORTER n BHOPAL

oh-e-Fiza police have
booked three miscreants
who set ablaze an ambulance over working at the
Hamidia premises by other
ambulance operators late in the
night on Monday; police have
started search for accused who
went absconding.
After the incident locals protested and demanded arrest of miscreants, who set ablaze ambulance by miscreants.

K

Panic prevailed in the premises
of Hamidia hospital area an
ambulance was torched by three
miscreants. In the incident vehicle was damaged badly.
Police said that in the investigation it was found that Abil Ali
operates an ambulance and
Danish and Annu objected working at the premises of Hamidia
hospital. In the night on Monday
the victim and miscreant had verbal spate after which miscreants
torched his ambulance.
Police have found that dispute

between the two lead to the
incident. The incident of setting
ablaze vehicles has been witnessed in the past in same area.
On receiving the information of
fire police team reached the spot
and along with the locals pacified
and controlled the fire. The locals
claimed that hooligans roam
freely and no action is taken from
the police making them fearless.
Based on the details provided by
the victims police have registered
case against accused and started
to search for the miscreants.

n the fifth day of Bundeli
Lok Natya Samaroh, play
‘Rani Avanti Bai’ was
staged. The plays were performed at Little Ballet Troupe
auditorium here on Monday.
The event on Monday began
with play Rani Avanti Bai. It was
directed by Sanjay Garg.
The story of bravery and bravery
of the queen Avanti Bai of
Ramgarh can be heard in folklores. Rani Avanti Bai was a freedom fighter, who waged a war
against the British to protect her
kingdom.
She was the wife of King
Vikramaditya Singh, the ruler of
the Indian state of Ramgarh. She
was a Lodhi queen in the area
now in Madhya Pradesh. She
took over the reins of the kingdom when the king fell into illhealth. She is remembered for
her valiant fight against the
British during the 1857 uprising
for Independence.
Director of play said that the
Queen's heroism and bravery
was shown in the Rani Avanti Bai
play. Standing in the front row of
the battlefield, she was the brave
hero who faced the British and
fought against the British Empire
despite being a woman and she
still inspires young people.

them with family over weekends. Many others are keen to
give to organizations in their
place of birth to help people
in those areas.
However this has been
difficult for them to do now.
The Giving Marketplace
offers them an opportunity to
do exactly this. Donors can
choose from 350+ NGOs
spread across 97 cities and 24
states/UTs of India. They can
easily locate NGOs in their
own city or even close to them
through
the
Giving
Marketplace. Further they
can select from 20+ different
causes, 30+ beneficiary types
and 2,800+ projects of NGOs.
Realizing the need for specialized services for the social
sector in India, Founder
Dhaval Udani launched
DanaMojo as the first & only
exclusive payments solution
platform for NGOs in India.
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am not the mind, nor
the intellect, nor the
identity of self. I am not
the sense of hearing, nor
taste, nor smell, and nor
even the sight. I am not the
ether, nor the Earth, nor
fire, and not even the air.I
am the form of pure cosmic
consciousness, Shivoham,
Shivoham (I am the Shiva).
With these words in
the Nirvana Shatakam, one
of the greatest Hindu seer
Adi Shankara reminds us
that our true self is pure
consciousness, which transcends the mind, the intellect and the sensory faculties.Rohit believes that
through practicing meditation, we can tap into our
unlimited potential, heal
and liberate ourselves from
the shackles of our limiting
beliefs and unhealed trauma. Once released from
these shackles, we then
truly begin to perceive the
transcendent intelligence
and power inherent in us.
Guided by these illuminating words of selfactualization, Rohit Sahoo
is on a mission to help mil-
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Adi Shankara
reminds us
that our true
self is pure
consciousness,
which
transcends
the mind
lions of people uncover
their soul and awaken them
to their innate spiritual
power, harnessing which
they can heal themselves
from their unhealed traumas, manifest their dreams
and transform their life.It's
also noteworthy, that Rohit
has done his MBA from
IIM Calcutta, one of the
most prestigious business
schools of World. While he
was pursuing his MBA, he
successfully wrote a theme
paper on 'Buddha ', which
he submitted for his faculty's review, as part of his
final submission for his
elective
course
on
'Management, Culture and
Creativity '.
He harbors a conviction
that each one of us enters
life as immensely powerful
beings.
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Assistance scheme approved for
victims of domestic violence
STAFF REPORTER n BHOPAL

he State Cabinet approved
an assistance scheme for
girls and women victims
of domestic violence. The
scheme provides for assistance of
Rs 2 lakh to the victim of domestic violence with less than 40
percent disability in any part of
the body and Rs 4 lakh for disability caused by more than 40
percent injury. Along with this,
provision has also been made to
arrange for the actual cost of
transportation to and from the
court etc. or the destination
(including the period of the
case pending in the court).
The Cabinet decided to make
arrangements for the treatment
of gas victims and their children,
up to Rs 5 lakh per family per
family per year by making
Ayushman card under
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Ayushman 'Niramayam' Madhya
Pradesh Yojana, according to the
rates of package amount in the
hospitals identified under NHPS
scheme. As above, the
Government of India will also be
made aware about their eligibility in writing.
Until and unless approval is not
received from the Government
of India, 100 percent reimbursement of the expenditure on
these beneficiaries under the
Ayushman 'Niramayam' Madhya
Pradesh Yojana will be borne by
the Public Health and Family
Welfare Department of the State
government. Expenditure outside the limits of Ayushman
'Niramayam' Madhya Pradesh
Yojana will be reimbursed by
Bhopal Gas Tragedy Relief and
Rehabilitation Department. For
this, the Director, Bhopal Gas
Relief and Rehabilitation, Bhopal

has been authorized.
The Cabinet took the decision to
amend the circular issued on
September 24, 2020, regarding
the lien of government land
holders of urban areas.
According to the amendment, if
there is a mixed use (residential
and commercial or commercial)
of the same plot, then for such
plot the premium and annual
land rent for the part of residential use will be calculated
according to the residential purpose. Also, 120 percent premium of the rate fixed for residential purpose and annual land
rent will be determined according to residential purpose on the
same plot, for business /commercial share. Also, where two
different plots are to be used by
a family, one for residential and
the other for commercial purpose, two separate pattas will be

Action against bus owner if
passenger found without Mask

given in such cases. In such
cases, the family will be considered to be given one time benefit under the circular.
The Cabinet made other provisions for consideration of
M.P State General Category
Welfare Commission. This
includes identification of beneficiaries of general category
people in the state by the commission, considering the points
related to the overall welfare of
the general class, make new
work plans for the state government towards the welfare of
the general category people in
the state, making necessary
changes in the old programmes
and giving suggestions on incidental matters.
It was decided by the Cabinet to
give additional 5 percent marks
to the candidates of different categories obtained in the exami-

nations
conducted
by
Professional Examination Board
and to fix the maximum age
limit of 55 years in view of the
service rendered by the candidates of these categories. Various
categories of candidates include
ex-servicemen, surplus staff,
disabled and dead soldiers in
Indo-Pak conflict etc.
After the approval of the Cabinet
to fill 25 percent posts of specialists in the Public Health and
Family Welfare Department
through direct recruitment,
approval was given to create 64
posts of ophthalmologists and 42
additional posts of ENT specialists as supernumerary posts
under 6600 grade pay in order
to give posting /adjust the
remaining 75 percent of the
posts, already working class II
medical officers according to the
upgraded pay scale.

Special book exhibition being
organised at Manas Bhavan

NSUI activists perform a Yagna for the wisdom of Chief Minister Shivraj Singh Chouhan, demanding online exams in the
colleges in the State amid a surge in coronavirus cases, at PCC headquarters in Bhopal on Tuesday.
Pioneer photo

Governor virtually addresses annual
convention of Sahodaya Sangathan
STAFF REPORTER n BHOPAL

overnor Mangubhai
Patel has said that
hybrid education has
immense potential for individual and sectoral, quality
education and its expansion. He has said that it is
necessary to consider better
use of online digital platforms and new dimensions
of hybrid education as an
integrated form of education in the institution.
Patel was addressing the
closing ceremony of the 27th
two-day annual conference
of Sahodaya, the school organization of the Central Board
of Secondary Education,
through virtual medium at
Raj Bhavan on Tuesday.
The Governor said that
during the last two years,
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he reading lovers of
the city could read
different varieties of
books in a book exhibition
which is being organised at
Manas Bhavan.
Book by Kilo is not new
to Bhopalites. It is one of the
awaited events in the city.
Books of various variety,
authors, genres, and subjects
are being put up in the
exhibition for Bhopalites to
take the pleasure of the
world of books and knowledge. Books of various variety, authors, genres, and
subjects are being put up in
the exhibition for Bhopalites
to take the pleasure of the
world of books and knowledge.
As the name suggests,
the book lovers can buy
these books per kilo. There
are different offers like Rs
100 per kilo for Regular

T
Communist Party of India, Marxist All India General Secretary Sitaram Yechury addresses a press conference at the party's
state headquarters in Bhopal on Monday.
Pioneer photo
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ransport and Revenue
Minister Govind Singh
Rajput said that no person should travel without a
mask. Action will be taken
against the bus owner if a passenger is found without a
mask in the bus.
Rajput reached Inter State
Bus Terminal (ISBT) Bhopal
on Tuesday and applied
masks to the drivers, conductors and passengers travelling without masks.
The Minister made a surprise
inspection of the buses coming to the bus stand in the
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campaign 'Mera Mask - Meri
Suraksha'. He applied masks
while convincing the bus
passengers. He said that your
mask is the only way to avoid
the increasing effects of corona virus. He asked the driver
and conductor not to allow
any passenger to board the
bus without a mask.
Corona infection increases
due to coming close to each
other and being without a
mask. Everyone should consider it their moral responsibility to wear a mask. Only
then can we stop the spread
of infection. He said that
wearing a mask is not only

CM participates in nutrition
campaign programme of
Arogya Bharti
STAFF REPORTER n BHOPAL

hief Minister Shivraj
Singh Chouhan has said
that we all have to work
keeping the goal of a healthy
person, a healthy family and a
healthy nation before us. The
sixteen sanskars (rituals),
including Swarna Prashan, are
scientific. It is helpful in making children strong and intelligent. For this reason, Swarna
Prashan Sanskar has been
prevalent in Indian families
since ancient times.
Chouhan was distributing
Swarna Prashan, considered
as immunity booster, to children under the nutrition campaign at Arogya Bharti office in
Tulsi Nagar on Tuesday.
He further said that thousands
of years old rock paintings
also show that only a healthy
person can lead a completely
happy life. Efforts should be
made that the person does not
fall ill.
Chouhan said that in the
field of Ayurveda, our knowledgeable Acharyas had manufactured chemicals like Swarna
Prashan to fight bacterial diseases since ancient times.
Swarna Prashan means the
consumption of Swarna (gold).
It is consumed during Pushya
Nakshatra. Swarna Prashana is
useful in building the ability to
fight various diseases in children. Children were made to
lick Swarna Prashan. In rural
areas many times the families
could not afford this. Then the
ritual was completed even by
licking ordinary honey. Swarna
Prashan consists of Swarna
Bhasma as well as mixtures like
Ghee,
Honey,
Giloy,
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Shankhpushpi
and
Ashwagandha. It has been of
great importance for the good
health of children.
From birth till the age of
sixteen, parents make their
children consume it. However,
now this tradition is disappearing even in the villages.
The work of carrying forward
this tradition of increasing
immunity in children is commendable. Chief Minister Shri
Chouhan said that the efforts
of Arogya Bharti for the promotion of Swarna Prashan are
praiseworthy.
The Chief Minister said
that Ayurveda has great
importance in daily life.
Bhopal's Pt. Khushilal Sharma
Ayurvedic College is an ideal
centre. Here facilities like
Panchakarma are also available. Efforts are on to make
this college a research centre.
Chief Minister Shri Chouhan
also remembered the services
of Vaidya Pt. Ramnarayan
Shastri.
Chouhan said that Arogya
Bharti and other organisations
can adopt a village or an
Anganwadi for distribution of
Swarna Prashan. Surely its benefits will reach the society.
Chouhan distributed Bal
Raksha kits (child protection
kits) to some children in the
programme. One month's
medicine has been given in it.
The Chief Minister expressed
the need to increase efforts in
this direction with the joint
efforts of the society and the
government.
National
Organisation Secretary of
Arogya Bharti, Ashok Kumar
Varshney, from Uttar Pradesh,
also addressed.

necessary but also mandatory for everyone. For this, the
state government has also
made a provision for fine.
Rajput said that if the traveller himself sees anyone
without a mask, he should be
interrupted and forced to
wear a mask. Minister Rajput
has requested women travellers not to use the pallu of
Sari or handkerchief as a
mask.
The Minister said that
according to the requirement
of masks for passengers in
aeroplanes, guidelines regarding masks should be implemented in buses as well.

Fiction, Hardback Vintage
Fiction. Rs 300 per kilo for
Children's Premium Books
(including Picture Books,
Children’s Fiction, Reference
Books, Readers and more.
Notably, the books that
are being available at the
exhibition is for all the age
groups. Moreover, the exhibition also displays a rich
variety of non academic
books as well as academic
books.
This exhibition is open
for all and anyone who is
interested in reading different genres of books can visit
the exhibition and take pleasure. It is said that books are
person’s best friend. But
today where technology has
taken over the interests of
people was organized
endeavours to decrease the
gap between the readers and
book through organizing
this exhibition, added the
organizer of the book fair.

Sunshine provides relief
from harsh weather
STAFF REPORTER n BHOPAL

ittle respite from harsh
weather conditions was
provided by sunshine
which came on time and
remained throughout the day
in state capital, still night temperature remained around 8
degree Celsius.
On Tuesday foggy conditions were not witnessed still
shivering cold conditions prevailed in the state and state capital.
After five days, there has
been some respite from fog and
intense cold conditions in state.
On Tuesday, the sun came out
brightly in most areas of the
state including the capital
Bhopal. People heaved a sigh of
relief as the fog cleared.
The Met told that there
would be relief from sunshine
during the day. It will remain
cold for next 3-4 days and some
relief in the night would also be
witnessed.
In the next 4-5 days
there are chances of rainfall.
A cyclonic circulation is
forming over Rajasthan. Due
to its activation, light to
moderate rain may occur at
isolated places after three
days.
The western part of state
like Gwalior, Chambal,
Ujjain, Indore and Bhopal
divisions are likely to witness
clouds. However, there is
no chance of rain for five
days. There will be some
respite from the cold due to
increase in night temperature due to cloud cover during the day.
The lowest day temperature was recorded in Bhind,
Gwalior, Chhatarpur, Rewa,
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Tikamgarh and Sidhi respectively while the lowest night
temperature was recorded in
Bhind, Gwalior, Ashoknagar,
Shivpuri, Umaria, Datia and
Chhatarpur.
Rewa, Tikamgarh, Sidhi,
Satna, Vidisha, Morena,
Shivpuri, Raisen witnessed
cold day while Bhind,
Gwalior, Rajgarh, Khajuraho,
Chhatarpur witnessed cold
day. In Bhind, Gwalior,

Ashoknagar and Shivpuri
cold wave was witnessed.
An active Western
Disturbance is approaching
on January 21 and also, an
Induced Cyclonic Circulation
will form over North
Rajasthan, Haryana and Delhi
on the same day. The next day
the two systems would gradually shift eastwards covering
West Uttar Pradesh and
North Madhya Pradesh.

Corona has changed our
lifestyles. From education to
work and the means of entertainment, everything has
changed. Hybrid education is
an opportunity emerging
from disaster. He said that
solutions to the challenges of
providing quality education
to the disadvantaged sections
of rural under-privileged
areas should be found in
hybrid education.
should be taken to
arrange education through
Virtual Reality for the students of disadvantaged sections and areas. Efforts are
also necessary to provide
new opportunities for education to the disadvantaged
sections and increase investment.
Patel said that Prime
Minister Narendra Modi has

given an opportunity to create
a future generation suitable
for the needs of the 21st century and the core sentiments of
Indian Sanatan culture through
the National Education Policy
2020. In view of the employment prospects in the global
scenario, the need of the present time is to pay special
attention to skill upgradation in
education.
It is important for students to
develop an understanding of the
macroeconomic contexts of the
country and the global economy.
Social behavior and leadership
skills should also be made a part
of education in the curriculum.
Such training programmes and
content should be included in
the curriculum which gives the
students a holistic view of seeing the unity in diversity of
our glorious culture.

State Congress Secretary
nabbed in Ujjain
Ujjain: State Congress
Secretary Dinesh Jain was
arrested by the police on
Tuesday in connection
with the biggest mineral
revenue theft case of
Ujjain division.
Dinesh Jain is accused
of mining theft of 30
crore 29 lakhs. In this
case, BJP MLA from
Mahidpur Bahadur Singh
Chauhan had complained.
SP Satyendra Shukla
said that Congress leader
Dinesh Jain has been
arrested in the case of revenue theft. Ujjain's
Assistant Mineral Officer
Mahendra Patel had registered a case at Mahidpur
Road police station.
Police station in-

charge Hemant Singh
Jadaun said that a case
was registered against
Dinesh Jain in August
2021 on the directions of
the court regarding the
recovery of revenue for
illegal mining. Dinesh
Jain was on the run since
the registration of the
case.
In the year 2014, illegal mining of soil and
stone was done in large
quantity in village Baipya
of Mahidpur tehsil. The
case of mineral theft of
such a huge amount was
registered for the first
time in Ujjain division
including Ujjain.
The investigation
proved the matter of illegal mining. In which the

government had lost revenue of more than 30
crores. Congress leader
Dinesh Jain was given a
lease of 1 hectare.
According to the
investigation report,
57,812 cubic meter of soil
was illegally excavated.
Its market value was
around Rs 30.29 crore.
Mahidpur MLA Bahadur
Singh Chauhan had complained about illegal mining.
During the hearing in
the
Additional
Commissioner's Court, it
was also alleged on behalf
of Jain that the MLA made
this complaint out of
political malice. The court
had also rejected this allegation outright.
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will join the elite club of nations
during the Beating Retreat ceremoInyndia
here on January 29 when more than
1,000 locally made drones will depict 75
years of Independence at Rajpath. US,
China and Russia are the other three
countries in the world to have the capability to launch 1,000 drones simultaneously for events of such magnitude
and size.
Giving details here about the exceptional event, defence ministry sources
said on Tuesday the drones show is
brainchild of a start-up venture of the
Indian Institute of Technology(IIT),
Delhi.
Moreover, for the first time, on the
parapet of the North Block and the
South Block, there will be a laser projection mapping show to commemorate



75 years of independence, they added.
This is the first time that the Beating the
Retreat ceremony will have a laser show
and a drone show, officials said.
These two shows will take place in
addition to the foot-tapping music and
classical renditions that are there every
year at the ceremony, they said.
Botlab, a startup from IIT-Delhi,
will put up the drone show with nearly 1,000 drones. It will be themed on
75 years of independence. With this
launch, India will become the fourth
country to conduct a drone show of this
size that has been designed and conceptualised indigenously, sources said.
The Beating the Retreat ceremony
marks a centuries-old military tradition,
dating back to the days when troops disengaged from battle at sunset.
New Delhi: Eastern Command
chief Lt General Manoj Pande will be

 

fter Prime Minister
Narendra Modi had to
A
restart his Davos Agenda

the next Vice Chief of Army after
incumbent Lt General C P Mohanty
retires this month end. Pande will be
senior most after present Army Chief
General M M Naravane retires in April
end. If the government follows the tradition of appointing the senior most
officer as the top boss, Pande will then
be the next Army chief, sources said
here on Tuesday adding he will be the

ontinuing his election camC
paign under Covid-19
restrictions, Prime Minister

and included those from booth,
district and State level BJP
functionaries.
On account of the EC's
restrictions on physical rallies
due to the spead of Omicron
virus the Prime Minister’s
interaction seen as poll campaign- held through audio-

conferencing.
Speaking to the workers
the Prime Minister reaffirmed
the BJP’s commitment towards
development of the state with
double-engine at work.
Restoration of the Kashi
Vishwanath Corridor, women
empowerment, infrastructure

     
  !"     
New Delhi: The Supreme
Court on Tuesday expressed
concern over the "disturbing
tendency" of trial courts deciding cases involving rape and
murder charges in haste as it
commuted the death sentence
of a man, convicted for raping
and killing a 11-year-old girl, to
30 years imprisonment.
A bench, headed by Justice
L. Nageswara Rao and comprising Justices B.R. Gavai and
B.V. Nagarathna, said: "It is
travesty of justice as the appellant was not given a fair opportunity to defend himself. This
is a classic case indicating the
disturbing tendency of trial
courts adjudicating criminal
cases involving rape and murder in haste. It is trite law that
an accused is entitled for a fair
trial which is guaranteed under
Article 21 of the Constitution."
Noting that the trial court
passed the order of conviction
and sentence on the same day,
Justice Rao, who authored the
judgment on behalf of the
bench, said: "The object and
purpose of Section 235 (2)
CrPC is that the accused must
be given an opportunity to
make a representation against
the sentence to be imposed on
him. A bifurcated hearing for
convicting and sentencing is
necessary to provide an effec-


 

nion Health Minister
Mansukh Mandaviya on
U
Tuesday said over 50 lakh
healthcare and frontline workers and citizens aged 60 years

first officer from the Engineer Corps if
he makes it to top. The government is
yet to select the next Chief of Defence
Staff after first CDS General Bipin
Rawat died in a helicopter crash in
December last year.
As soon as the buglers sounded the
"retreat", the troops ceased fighting,
sheathed their arms and withdrew
from the battlefield.

     

 

Narendra Modi on Tuesday
digitally interacted with BJP
workers in his parliamentary
constituency of Varanasi in
poll-bound Uttar Pradesh and
asked those at booth-level to
make farmers aware of central
schemes benefiting them.
In the first of such interactions following the
announcement of poll dates by
the Election Commission (EC),
the Prime Minister said that the
BJP is set to carry forward its
election campaign till January
22.
Modi connected with an
estimated 10,000 BJP workers

 

and healthcare development
were among the subjects that
came up for discussion during
the interaction.
Modi spoke to BJP workers who informed him of their
"regular interactions with poor
who are provided with food
and other essentials".
Prime Minister asked BJP
workers "to convince farmers
about central schemes about
their well-being", saying they
need to create awareness
among farmers.
Modi said his government
has made all inclusive schemes
for the farmers that is to say
"beej se bazaar tak", he said.
The Prime Minister also
asked BJP workers to encourage farmers in their region to
go for "natural farming and


 

he
Enforcement
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Directorate (ED) has arrested Avasarala Venkateswara

tive opportunity to the
accused."
The bench added that adequate opportunity to produce
relevant material on the question of death sentence should
be provided to the accused by
the trial court.
The judgment came on an
appeal filed by Bhagwani,
whose appeal challenging the
death sentence awarded by the
trial court was dismissed by the
Madhya Pradesh High Court.
The top court noted that
the accused was 25 years old on
the date of commission of the
offence and belongs to a
Scheduled Tribes community,
eking his livelihood by doing
manual labour. It added that no
evidence has been placed by the
prosecution on record to show

that there is no probability of
rehabilitation and reformation
of the accused and the question
of an alternative option to
death sentence is foreclosed.
"The appellant had no
criminal antecedents before
the commission of crime for
which he has been convicted.
There is nothing adverse that
has been reported against his
conduct in jail. Therefore, the
death sentence requires to be
commuted to life imprisonment," noted the bench, sentencing him to 30 years imprisonment for committing rape
and murder of a hapless girl.
The incident occurred in
April 2017 and the other
accused Satish died during the
pendency of his appeal.
IANS

thus reduce the cost of their
produce."
The polls in UP will be
held in seven phases starting
February 10.
Top BJP leaders including
BJP president J P Nadda,
Union Home Minister Amit
Shah ND State election incharge Dharmendra Pradhan
along with UP Chief Minister
Yogi Adityanath have been
currently holding meetings of
the BJP’s core committee here
to finalise candidates' list and
seat-sharing arrangement with
allies like the Apna Dal and the
Nishad Party.
On Saturday, the BJP
released the list of candidates
for 57 out of 58 seats in the first
phase and for 48 out of 55 in
the second phase.

Rao, Promoter and Managing
Director of Servomax India
Private Limited (SIPL) on
money laundering charges for
causing a loss of around Rs 402
crore to a consortium of Public
Sector Banks by indulging in
various fraudulent practices.
The ED had initiated
money laundering investigation on the basis of CBI FIR
dated February 2, 2018 Indian
Penal Code Sections relating to
criminal conspiracy, criminal
breach of trust, forgery for the
purpose of cheating and using
forged documents as genuine.
Investigation by ED
revealed that SIPL had taken


 

1993 batch IAS officer of
Arunachal Pradesh, Goa,
A
Mizoram and Union Territory
(AGMUT) cadre, Vikram Dev
Dutt, has been appointed as the
Chairman and Managing
Director of Air India Ltd as part
of a senior-level bureaucratic
reshuffle effected by the

address, former Congress president Rahul Gandhi on
Tuesday took a swipe saying
"even the teleprompter could
not take so much lies", even as
BJP leaders pointed to a "technical glitch'' at event organiser
World Economic Forum's end.
While there was no official
reaction from the government
or the WEF on the incident,
several Congress leaders and
social media users claimed
that it was a "teleprompter
gaffe" as Prime Minister Modi
had to pause and then restart
his special address to the World
Economic Forum's online
Davos Agenda 2022 summit.
BJP leaders and several
others pointed out that it was
a technical glitch due to which
the WEF people were not able
to patch the PM and requested him to start again.
In an apparent dig at Prime
Minister Modi, Rahul Gandhi
said in a tweet in Hindi, "Even
the teleprompter could not
take so much lies." Congress,
on its official Twitter handle,
shared the video of the prime
minister taking a pause in his
speech, calling him the
"teleprompter guy".
BJP leader Tajinder Pal
Singh Bagga slammed those
criticising the PM. "Don't those
getting excited at the tech glitch
not realise that the problem was
at WEF's end? They were not
able to patch PM, so request-

has exceeded 158.04 crore as
per provisional reports till 7
am. Taking to Twitter, the
Union minister wrote "Another
Day, Another Milestone over
50 lakh healthcare and frontline
workers and citizens aged 60
years or above have received
Precaution Dose, since 10th
January. I request all those
who are eligible to get their precaution dose at the earliest".
India began administering
precaution dose of COVID-19
vaccine to healthcare workers,
frontline workers including
personnel deployed for election
duty and those aged 60 and
above with comorbidities from
January 10 amid the country
witnessing a spike in coronavirus infections fuelled by
Omicron variant of the virus.
However, the countrywide
vaccination drive was rolled out
on January 16, 2021 with
healthcare workers (HCWs)
getting inoculated in the first
phase. The vaccination of frontline workers (FLWs) started
from February 2.
The next phase of
COVID-19 vaccination commenced from March 1 for people over 60 years of age and
those aged 45 and above with

loans from a consortium of
banks and Rao was the promoter cum Key Managerial
Person who was responsible for
the entire business operations.
Rao indulged in fraudulent
transactions and the loan
amounts were not repaid, and
the consortium of Banks suffered a non-performing asset
(NPA) of Rs 402 crore, the ED
said.
The accused firm SIPL had
circulated loan amounts to
various related entities to inflate
its books of accounts to become
eligible for higher loans and
had issued letters of credit
(LCs) to related entities without any real purchase of goods
and which ultimately devolved
causing losses of Rs 267 crore
to the banks, it said.
The ED investigation



established that Avasarala
Venkateswara Rao was continuously indulging in benami
transactions and had diverted
loan funds for personal benefit. He has used a web of more
than 50 entities to route proceeds of crime and layer the
same.
Rao was non-cooperative
during the investigation and
was not supplying documents
of his own business entities on
one pretext or the other. Once
the loan accounts became NPA,
he was using his own shell entity (with his employee as controlling Director) to initiate the
CIRP (Corporate Insolvency
Resolution Process) by fraudulently declaring it to be a creditor by passing bogus journal
entries.
Rao even managed to get

Appointments Committee of
the Cabinet (ACC) on Tuesday.
He has been appointed as the
Air India chief in the rank and
pay of Additional Secretary.
Dutt’s appointment comes
nearly a month after the
Competition Commission
approved Tata Group's proposed acquisition of Air India,
Air India Express, and AISATS.

Prior to this, Dutt was
appointed as Principal
Secretary for Health and
Family Welfare Department of
the Delhi government in June
2020. However, Lieutenant
Governor of Delhi, Anil Baijal
transferred the IAS officer of
AGMUT 1993 batch and posted him as principal secretary of
the Services department in

Bharat Biotech on Tuesday
issued a statement urging
healthcare workers to be “vigilant” and ensure only Covaxin
is being administered to the

March 2021. Dutt, in 2020,
assumed the charge of Delhi's
Health and Family Welfare
Department as principal secretary to push government's
measures to contain the
COVID-19 cases in the national capital.
Talace Pvt Ltd, part of Tata
Group, is to acquire a 100 percent stake in Air India and Air

Based on the investigation
done till date and the material
evidence available on record, he
was arrested under the provisions of Prevention of Money
Laundering Act and was produced before the PMLA Special
Court Hyderabad on Tuesday.
The Court has remanded him
to 14-day judicial custody.

he Election Commission
has added a new column in
T
candidates' election expendi-

age group of 15-18 years. The
statement comes after the company received reports of other
vaccines, which have not been
approved for children, being
administered to the newly eligible group.
“We have received several
reports of other Covid-19 vaccines being administered to

individuals in the 15-18 years
age group,” the Hyderabadbased vaccine maker said in a
statement, shared on Twitter.
“We humbly request
healthcare workers to be highly vigilant and ensure that
only Covaxin is administered
to individuals in the 15-18
years age group,” it added.

India Express and a 50 percent
shareholding in Air India SATS
Airport Services Pvt Ltd
(AISATS).
The Tata group firm had
emerged as the winning bidder
for Air India in October 2021,
with a bid worth Rs 18,000
crore. It will pay Rs 2,700 crore
cash and take over Rs 15,300
crore of the airline's debt.
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aising concern over unapproved vaccines being
R
administered to children,

his own person appointed as
Interim Resolution Professional
(IRP) for some time. He has
also managed to retain the
brand name of 'Servomax' illegally and even during the CIRP
process, he controlled the website of the company and diverted work orders to his related
entities.

   

specified co-morbid conditions.The country launched
vaccination for all people aged
more than 45 years from April
1, 2021.
The government then
decided to expand its vaccination drive by allowing everyone
above 18 to be vaccinated from
May 1. The next phase of
COVID-19 vaccination has
commenced from January 3
this year for adolescents in the
age group of 15-18 years.

 

is unlikely that the prime minister had a teleprompter gaffe.
"If you look at the WEF version
of the recording of his speech,
someone in the background
says, 'Sir, aap unse ek baar
pooche ki sab jud gaye kya' (Sir,
ask them once if everyone is
connected). This portion is
not clear in the video livestreamed on PM's YouTube
channel."
Congress' chief spokesperson Randeep Surjewala said,
"Teleprompter se bhashan chal
sakta hai, shasan nahin. Kal ye
poore desh ki samajh mein aa
gaya (You can give a speech but
not rule using a teleprompter.
The whole country understood
this yesterday).
"Failed to address after
teleprompter stopped working, PM Modi failed to represent the country on World
Economic Forum!,” posted the
Youth Congress.

       

   
or above have received
'Precaution Dose' since January
10. With the administration of
nearly 80 lakh vaccine doses in
a span of 24 hours, the cumulative COVID-19 vaccine doses
administered in the country

ed him to start again, which is
evident in the way Klaus
Schwab said that he will again
give a short introduction and
then open up the session," he
said.
Several other BJP leaders
cited the same reason for the
incident and some posted a
video from the WEF's YouTube
channel, showing the sequence
of events.
According to the video
and pointers along with it
shared by BJP leaders, Prime
Minister Modi's speech started
abruptly from the middle without English interpretation. The
prime minister was interrupted by the co-ordinator who
asked him to check if all had
been connected, Schwab then
started the official session and
Modi again started his speech
with English interpretation
being shared.
A website, however, said it

ture returns to submit information on money spent on digital campaigning in the upcoming polls in five states. The candidates used to mention money
spent on digital campaigning in
previous elections also, but
this is for the first time that a
dedicated column has been
created to "capture" details of
such expenditure.
In a bid to check the
spread of COVID-19, the poll
panel has extended a ban on
holding physical rallies, roadshows and similar physical
campaigning events till January
22. With the ban on outdoor
physical events in place, parties
are using digital and online
platforms to reach out to voters. The new column has been
created for the first time for
elections in Uttar Pradesh
Uttarakhand, Goa, Punjab and
Manipur by tweaking the format of returns.
"Parties and candidates (so

far) used to disclose on their
own such expenditure ... They
used to provide details of
expenditure on things like digital vans ... They used to show
expenditure under this category. Now, a dedicated point
has been created to capture
such expenditure from this
(set of) polls," a functionary
explained.
The functionary said it is
not for the first first time such
disclosure by the candidates
and parties will be made. "But
the manner of disclosure now
is dedicated," the functionary
explained. According to section
10A of the Representation of
the People Act 1951, a candidate who fails to lodge his or
her election expenditures within the prescribed time is liable
to be disqualified by EC for a
period of three years from
contesting polls.
Ahead of the announcement of the election schedule,
the expenditure limit for candidates for campaigning was
hiked by the government based
on the recommendations of the
poll panel.
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he Trinamool Congress is
T
likely to throw its weight
behind Samajwadi Party and
Akhilesh Yadav in the upcoming Uttar Pradesh elections,
senior SP leader and former
Bengal Minister Kiranmoy
Nanda who was on Tuesday
sent to meet Chief Minister
Mamata Banerjee as a special
emissary of Yadav said.
Nanda said that the Bengal
Chief Minister would visit UP
on February 8 where she would
hold a meeting with the SP
chief.
The former Bengal
Fisheries Minister — in
Buddhadeb Bhattacharya cabinet — and presently the vicepresident of SP, said, Banerjee
and Yadav would hold a virtual press meeting in Lucknow

and Varanasi.
“The TMC … does not
want to contest in UP. All seats
will be given to Akhilesh
Yadav,” Nanda was quoted as
saying.
The SP leader also said that
“a large section of the political
society thinks that Mamata
Banerjee is the principal face
against the BJP in India,” and

 *

hence his party would like to go
with her.
According to sources the
SP leadership also requested
Banerjee to join Yadav in campaign in UP. Whether Banerjee
had given words was not
known. The TMC however
did not demand any seat in the
north India State for now,
sources said.
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Muzaffarnagar (UP): A special
court in Kairana in Uttar Pradesh on
Tuesday rejected the bail plea of
Samajwadi Party MLA Nahid Hasan,
arrested last week in a case under the
stringent Gangsters Act.
Hasan, who was arrested on
January 15, has filed his nomination
from the Kairana assembly constituency on a Samajwadi Party ticket for the February 10 election.
MP/MLA special court judge
Subodh Singh said there was no case
for bail and rejected Hasan's plea.
Hasan's lawyer said they would
move the high court soon seeking his
bail.
According to Government
lawyer Ashok Pundhir, the legislator
was sent to 14-day judicial custody
by a court in Kairana in Shamli district on January 15.
According to police, 40 people,
including Hasan, were booked last
year. While most of the accused were
released on bail, Hasan had failed to
surrender in court following which
a non-bailable warrant was issued
against him and he was arrested.
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ituation in Kerala has taken a turn for
the worse as the Minister for Health
Veena George said in a release that 28, 481
persons were diagnosed with Covid-19
during the last 24 hours and death toll
reached 51,026 by Tuesday evening.
The Pioneer has been quoting medical
doctors and front line warriors who had
warned that the Covid-19 situation in
Kerala was going out of control as the
Safety Protocols like wearing face masks,
maintaining social distance and crowding
in public places were ignored by the population as well as the administration.
The Test Positivity Rate on Tuesday
was 35.27 per cent. The Government of
Kerala had given up releasing the TPR figures following a dip in the number of daily
pandemic cases diagnosed in the State. On
Tuesday, Education Minister V Sivankutty
was tested positive and was admitted to a
city hospital. The minister was opposing
the plea from all sections of the society to
close down schools in the backdrop of the

S

increase in the Covid-19 cases. By Tuesday
evening, sources in Government secretariat
confirmed that the all schools and colleges
would be shut down in the State.
More than 500 employees (drivers and
conductors) of Kerala State Road Transport
Corporations were tested positive for the
pandemic and this forced the public sector unit to cancel many schedules. A senior
nurse in Varkkala government hospital,
described as a front line covid warrior, suc-

cumbed to the pandemic which she contracted while attending to patients in the
Covid-19 ward.
Dr Rajiv Pillai, a frontline medical doctor, working among the Covid-19 patients
too was tested positive and has been quarantined at home. The situation in the capital city as well as in Ernakulam district
continued to be alarming. The triennial
CPI(M) conferences are being cited as one
of the reasons for spurt in the number of
Covid-19 cases in the State. The “Mega
Thiruvathirakali” ( a traditional song and
dance programme eulogizing Chief
Minister Pinarayi Vijayan ) held at
Thiruvananthapuram, Kottayam and
Thrissur which saw the participation of
more than 1,500 women artists is being
blamed for the hike in the Covid-19
cases.
Kodiyeri Balakrishnan, party secretary,
said on Tuesday that safety protocols may
have to be reworked for holding the State
Conference of the party at Kochi next
month and the Party Congress scheduled
to be held in Kannur during April 2022.

Earlier, the police had invoked
the stringent Gangsters Act against
the 34-year-old MLA from Kairana.
According to an affidavit
filed with his nomination, Hasan,
who did his BBA from Australia in
2010, is an accused in 16 cases lodged
in police stations of Shamli,
Saharanpur and Muzaffarnagar districts.
All the cases are pending in
courts and Hasan has so far not been
convicted in any of them.
Under attack over fielding candidates with a criminal background
in Uttar Pradesh assembly polls,
Samajwadi Party president Akhilesh
Yadav on Tuesday alleged that his
party leaders have been framed in
false cases by the ruling BJP.
Yadav also described as BJPsponsored a PIL which sought a
direction from the Supreme Court to
the Election Commission to deregister any political party which violates the directions of the apex court
on making public information about
their candidate's criminal
record.
PTI

 

ore than two
dozen stranded
M
passengers were
safely rescued by the
jawans of the Indian
Army and GREF
near ChowkibalTangdhar road amid
fresh spell of snowfall in the last 24
hours in North
Kashmir district of
Kupwara.
The passenger vehicles were stuck on
the Tangdhar-Chowkibal axis, following
which the nearest Army unit was alerted
and a rescue operation launched.
According to local reports, some of the
passengers stranded in the area had a narrow escape as their vehicles were stuck in
the avalanche prone areas.
According to a Defence spokesman,
the civilians, which included a child, were
evacuated to safety by the Army rescue
team.The spokesman said two rescue
teams comprising avalanche rescue teams
from the Indian Army and a team of
GREF were mobilized for rescuing the

civilians who were stuck in their
vehicles.
"Despite adverse weather conditions
compounded by twin avalanches, 14 civilians were rescued and brought to Neelam
and 16 civilians to NC pass, which is also
commonly known as Sadhna pass. All the
rescued civilians were provided food, medical care and shelter for the night", defence
spokesman added. He said twelve vehicles
were later retrieved during the day on 18
January, post avalanche and snow slides
clearance from the road. GREF played a
difficult but stellar role in snow clearance
amidst dangerous conditions.
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were isolated after they con 

he Union Territory of
Jammu & Kashmir on
Tuesday recorded close to 5,000
fresh cases of coronavirus with
both Jammu and Srinagar districts reporting more than 900
cases while three Covid-19
patients died in the last 24
hours.
The majority of front line
health workers in different
medical colleges and other
health institutions have tested
positive adversely impacting
the health care services. To run
the show the staff of
Government Ayurvedic hospital has been diverted to the
GMC Jammu along with final
year MBBS students, nurses
and other para-medical staff.
In Jammu region alone
over 450 health care workers
have been tested positive in the
last couple of days while over
250 doctors and paramedics

T

tracted coronavirus while delivering health care services in
Kashmir valley. The UT
administration has already
stalled planned surgeries across
different health institutions
and running emergency services only to break the chain of
coronavirus.
According to a health bulletin, the total active positive
cases have crossed the barrier
of 20,000 in the union territory of Jammu and Kashmir. A
total number of 4651 cases
were detected on Tuesday, 3015
from Kashmir region and 1546
from Jammu region. More than
74,000 tests were conducted on
Tuesday.
Night curfew has already
been imposed in the UT to prevent the spread of the virus
while all educational institutions have been closed down.
Weekend curfew was also
imposed last week.

Aligarh: Despite the Central Government's order of no negligence in the vaccination drives, the employees of the health
department are going to the next world and vaccinating the dead.
A case of second dose of covid vaccine to the dead youth of
Udaygarhi of Khair region came to the light. Earlier, a case of
vaccinating a dead youth of Alinagar had come to the
fore.
A 32-year-old youth named Narendra Jadaun took the Covid
vaccine on May 25, 2021. Narendra Jadoun died on June 21,
2021 in a road accident. On January 16, 2022, when the message of the second dose was successfully received on the mobile
of Amit, brother-in-law of the deceased Narendra Jadaun, people were surprised. Narendra Jadaun had registered for the first
time from Amit's mobile number and took the first dose of Covid
vaccine. Amit says that his brother-in-law has died seven months
ago. How can he get vaccinated now with the second dose?
The place of vaccination is mentioned on the certificate,
Community Health Center, Khair and the name of the vaccinator
is mentioned as Urmila. Amit says that he also got a call from
CHC. When he told that his brother-in-law had died, the phone
was immediately disconnected. One such case came on 15 January
2022 in Alinagar located at Dhaurra bypass.
A message was received on the deceased's (Md. Asif, 31
years) mobile about the second dose of the vaccine. The young
man got the first dose on September 17, 2021. He died of the
disease in December 2021. Health workers had applied the second dose on 15 January, 2022.
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mid raging controversy
A
over the Centre’s alleged
“misdemeanour” inrejecting
Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose’s
tableau for the Republic Day
parade, Defence Minister
Rajnath Singh on Tuesday
wrote a letter to Bengal Chief
Minister Mamata Banerjee
clearing
the
Union
Government’s stance on why
the decision to exclude Bengal’s
tableau on Bose taken.
Claiming that the “selection process for the tableaux in
the Republic Day parade is very
transparent,” Singh said that a
committee of experts from the
field of art, culture, music and
dance was responsible for the
selection of tableaux and that
the selection of such tableaux
was done after a series of evaluations.
The Defence Minister
wrote, “I respect your feelings

and would like to personally
inform you that out of the 29
proposals received from states/
union territories this year, 12
have been selected.” Then he
hoped that the letter would
resolve all suspicions she
had.
The Chief Minister had on
Sunday written a letter to Prime
Minister Narendra Modi registering her protest against
dropping of Bengal’s tableau
featuring
Netaji
Subhash Chandra Bose in the
year of his 125th birth anniversary.
While Singh hoped to
resolve the issue through the
letter Union Finance Minister
Nirmala Sitharaman asked the
parties that be to “stop seeing
bad politics in a display that
celebrates India,” even as she
twitted “States, GoI ministries
& PSUs send proposals for
Republic Day tableaux every
year. The duration of Parade

itself is limited. An Expert
Committee of eminences from
the arts shortlist from those
received. For RD 2022, GoI
received 56 proposals; 21 were
shortlisted.”
Closing her argument she
said: “Incidentally, this year the
tableau of CPWDGOV
includes Netaji Subhash
Chandra Bose… Stop seeing
bad politics in a display that
celebrates India.”
Meanwhile the ruling
Trinamool Congress and
Bengal intellectuals continued
to see “bad politics” in the
Centre’s decision even as they
said that last year Netaji’s 125th
anniversary was started by the
BJP Government as Bengal
was going to polls but the
tableaux of the great hero was
dropped this year because the
polls were over and the BJP had
lost in it.
Mala Roy the TMC MP
from South Kolkata --- where

Bose lived before living in the
darkness of a night for
Germany via Afghanistan --said “it is very unfortunate …
I have no words to express …
never was a tableaux rejected in
such a manner … as this is not
only an insult to Netaji but also
an insult to the people of
India.”
The Left too criticized the
Centre for “acting in a mean
manner by rejecting Netaji’s
tableau.”
Nirbed Roy, a critic and a
scholar said that “in rejecting
Netaji’s tableaux the Centre
had shown a sick mentality …
peculiar to less enlightened
and uneducated people only …
They name the Kolkata Port
after
Shyama
Prasad
Mukherjee while use Netaji’s
name for elections … this
shows their meanness of mind
… Netaji did not belong to
Bengal only … he belonged to
the whole country.”
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early seven and a half years it
stayed the execution of two galN
lows-bound Kolhapur sisters Renuka
Shinde and Seema Gavit whose mercy
petitions had been rejected by then
President Pranab Mukerjee, the
Bombay High Court on Tuesday commuted the two sisters’ death sentence
to life imprisonments, after pulling up
the officers of the State Government for
the inordinate delay in deciding on
their mercy petitions.
Passing strictures against the officers of the Maharashtra Government
for the delay of “seven years, ten
months and 15 days” in deciding the
mercy petitions of two Kolhapur sisters who were convicted for the murder of six children, a HC bench of
Justices Nitin Jamdar and Sarang
Kotwal attributed the commutation of
the two convicts from capital punishment to life imprisonment to the
“gross delay” in the disposal of mercy
petitions.
“...the position of law that unexplained and gross delay in disposal of
mercy petitions may result in commuting the death sentence was already
holding the field when the mercy petitions by and on behalf of the Petitioners
were made. Despite this legal position,
wholly due to the casual approach of
the officers of the Respondent- State,
the mercy petitions were not decided
for seven years, ten months and 15
days,” the two Judges observed, while
commuting the death sentence of two

Kolhapur sisters’ death sentence to life
imprisonments.
“Though the procedure for deciding the mercy petitions mandates
speed and expediency, the State
machinery showed indifference and
laxity at each stage of processing the
files. That it took seven years only for
the movement of files such a grave issue
is unacceptable when electronic communications were available to be used.
The argument of the State that the
Petitioners should be executed even
today overlooks that it is the dereliction of its officers that is the cause for
commuting the death sentence to that
of life imprisonment,” the Judges
noted.
“The State represents the interest
of the society in the criminal justice system. The Respondent-State not only
has violated the constitutional rights of
the Petitioners but also failed the
innocent victims of these heinous
crimes,” the Judges said.
While rejecting the petitioners’
prayer that they be directed to be
released on bail forthwith having completed 25 years of imprisonment, the
bHC bench noted: “That is so because
the legal position is that sentence for
imprisonment for life is for the remainder of the convict’s life unless the
Competent Authority remits the
remaining sentence. The crimes committed by the Petitioners are heinous.
The brutality shown by the Petitioners
in murdering innocent children is
beyond words to condemn”.
It may be recalled that the trial

court had on June 21, 2001 held
Renuka and her Seema Mohan Gavit
guilty of killing only six children and
convicted them to death for six murders. When the matter came up in
appeal before it later, the Bombay High
Court later on September 9, 2004 ruled
that the Prosecution could prove conclusively the involvement of the two sisters in the murder of five children –
Santosh (2), Anjali alias Pinky (2),
Shraddha alias Rani alias Bhagyashree
(one year, nine months), Kranti (9
years) and Bhavana ( 1 year, six
months). Subsequently on August 31,
2006, a two-member bench of the
Supreme Court – comprising Justices
K G Balakrishnan and G P Mathur –
confirmed the death sentence awarded to the two Kolhapur sisters.
In late July 2014, the then President
Pranab Mukherjee rejected their mercy
petition by President Pranab
Mukherjee.
In its order commuting the two
Kolhapur sisters, the HC bench noted:
“While confirming the death sentence, the High Court found no mitigating circumstances, nor any material that the Petitioners could be
reformed or introduced in the society
as responsible citizens. The Supreme
Court dismissed their appeals observing that there are no circumstances in
favour of the Petitioners, and they were
a menace to the society”.
“Therefore, if and when the issue
of remission of the Petitioners sentence
arises for consideration, we have no
doubt that the Competent Authority

will consider the gravity of the offences,
the adverse observations of this Court
and the Supreme Court that the
Petitioners are beyond being reformed.
As a result, the death sentences
imposed on the Petitioners - Renuka
Kiran Shinde and Seema Mohan Gavit
be and hereby are commuted to one of
the life imprisonments,” the two Judges
ruled.
“The warrant to execute the death
sentence of the Petitioners, which was
not given effect during the pendency
and hearing of this Petition, is cancelled
and set aside,” the HC bench added.
It may be recalled that between
1990 and1996, the mother and the
Kolhapur daughters had created a
sensation by managing to kidnap
more than three dozen children –
mostly infants and others aged below
12 – forcing them into begging, thefts,
kept them half-fed, ensured they did
not run away and continued to commit a series of big and small crimes,
totalling to over 125 as per police
records. In one such theft attempt at a
public market place, Seema was caught
but Renuka, standing nearby with a
kidnapped boy, suddenly banged his
head on the footpath.
As the child bled profusely and
screamed, the entire crowd’s attention
was diverted and the sisters vanished
to safety, with their modus operandi
succeeding handsomely.
Over the five years from among the
40-plus children they abducted, the
police could prove the kidnappings of
Santosh, Bunty, Swati, Guddu, Meena,

Raja, Shraddha, Kranti, Gauri and
Pankaj and brutal killings of Santosh,
Shraddha, Gauri, Pankaj and Anjali.
The killings were calculated, calm
and coldblooded – one 18-month old
boy was killed by hammering his
head repeatedly on an iron rod at a bus
stand as the trio giggled and ate vadapaav. They killed another two-andhalf-year old girl, stuffed her body in
a bag and took it to a cinema theatre
where they coolly watched a film and
later dumped it on the way home.
A year-old boy was killed by
repeatedly hammering his head on the
stony footpath, another child was
inflicted with 42 wounds, and they
drew designs on another child of
around 4 years.
In 1996, owing to some feuds over
the loot-share, at one point, Anjanabai,
Renuka and Seema decided to kill her
step-daughter from her ex-husband,
but a tip-off to the police led to their
arrest. Raids on their home proved to
be a clincher, the discovery of many
children’s clothes and toys, and with
Renuka’s husband Kiran turning an
approver, the Kolhapur Police finally
cracked the sensational case, as the erstwhile royal city of the Chhatrapatis
heaved a sigh of relief.
Initially, the three accused – the
mother and two daughterts-- remained
tight-lipped but after Kiran’s statement,
Renuka blurted out everything, revealing the gory details of over 40 kidnappings-cum-murders, though the
police could ultimately prove 13 abductions and 5 killings.
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hennai based Hindustan
University is getting ready
C
to live with Covid-19 pandemic as well as for the post-pandemic days with a state-of-theart teaching process. A revolutionary scheme to bring higher education to the doorsteps of
students at affordable cost is on
the anvil and the university
hopes to establish its commanding presence in the world
of education through this system.
Chennai based Hindustan
University is the first institution
to make use of the opportunity offered by the pandemic and
lock down. The on-line classes
launched by the University during the pandemic induced lockdown has been extended and
more and more degree/post
graduate degree courses have
been added to the list of courses. “We have graduate and post
graduate programmes in management, marketing, humanities
and English literature. These
courses lead to the award of
MBA, MCA and MA in English
literature,” Ami Agarwal, head,
Centre for Open and Digital

Education (CODE), told The
Pioneer. The university is offering six graduate and post graduate programmes which would
help the students to walk into
the world of opportunities with
boldness, said Agarwal, a mathematics teacher-turned-educational entrepreneur who has
studied the potential of on-line
courses.
She said there were 150 new
students who have joined for
these on-line graduate and post
graduate courses and that
include many working professionals. “These are all students
who are upskilling and reskilling their talents,” said
Agarwal.
She termed the courses revolutionary as it would considerably bring down the cost of
education. “The students need
not come to the campus at all
except for examination. They
save money as there is no commutation expenses and no hostel fee. Since they are all matured
students who understand the
seriousness of life, we do not
foresee any problems though we
have taken enough measures to
tie up them to the courses,” said
Agarwal.
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he anniversary of Capitol
Insurrection — when an
incumbent President
Donald Trump gestured
through an apparent revolt that
he was not accepting the electoral
verdict in favour of Democrat Joe
Biden — was all over the media
last fortnight. Some writers seem
to suggest that the Red States in
the USA (Republican majority)
could be prepared to separate
from the Blue ones (Democratic
majority). That might be a split
between the Liberal and the
Conservatives Americans, but
by no means is wide enough to
justify the breakup of the country. Lest one forgets, a bitter Civil
War was fought for four years
from 1861 to 1865 between the
northern Yanks and the southern
Confederates. Abraham Lincoln
led the former with a missionary
zeal, winning the war and preserving the Union, gaining recognition as the greatest President of
the USA.
It is, however, true that being
a creation of random immigration from the 15th century
onwards, the USA does not have
an integrated ethos. There are
people of European, Japanese,
Chinese, Korean, Indian,
Hispanic, Arab and other Islamic
origins. Most Indians do not raise
their political heads. The others
have a political muscle which they
could use to further their cause.
Indian-origin citizens, when they
show up at cricket grounds in the
UK, cheer the ethnic team, i.e.,
India, despite themselves holding
British passports. Nevertheless,
this is not a desirable symptom
because it reflects that the nation
does not have a single ethos and
holds out a threat of a breakup
which we are discussing.
But why go far? India has one
single ethos plus several other
political sentiments. Despite the
partition on entirely religious
lines in 1947, we are still religious
factions whose ultimate loyalties
are similar to those of Indians in
the UK. Unlike the USA and the
UK, India has not undergone
random immigrations. India’s is
a unique tale, which can be told
by a historian who cannot justify its lack of an integrated ethos
that can ensure national unity for
all times and under all circumstances.
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There are times when circumstances override national
interests. In fact, until the end
of the 18th and the beginning
of the 19th century, there was
little by way of a national
awakening. If there was an ideology, it was either religion or
language.
More than circumstances,
the fault lay with the leadership
at points of time of the countries concerned. Take France,
for example. As a gesture of
civilisation, Paris declared its
overseas empire to be metropolitan France. This made it
easily possible for people from
French colonies like Algeria,
Morocco, etc., to emigrate to
the cities and towns of France.
Today, this European country
has two huge segments of
people, European and African.
Being culturally and religiously very different, they find it
difficult to coexist. Germany
and Turkey were allies during
the two world wars. There
were many Turks who did not
have sufficient employment
whereas Germany wanted
cheaper labour. The former,
therefore, arrived in droves to
make Deutschland their home
but Berlin insisted that they
could settle only as guest
workers, not as citizens. But
what happens to children born
to such guest workers? To add
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further to the population of
Asians in the country, when
refugees recently came rushing
in from the civil war-ravaged
Syria, Chancellor (now former) Angela Merkel welcomed
many of them.
Britain made the same
mistake after World War II
when it needed cheaper labour.
There were ready arrivals from
the West Indies, India and
Pakistan. Now there are problems with civic living in this
multi-racial national life. In the
17th and the 18th centuries,
the USA imported slaves from
West Africa on a large scale. As
we have noted, there was a
four-year civil war between the
northern States who wanted to
abolish slavery and the southern ones, who saw this evil and
inhuman institution as their
legitimate way of life. But the
American leadership did not
learn their lesson and freely
allowed in more and more settlers. The Democratic Party
supports them whereas the
Republicans wish to largely
retain the white (European)
character of the USA. Hence
the Blue versus Red States
divergence referred to above.
Who is India to give advice
to these countries? It has also
blundered. At Partition time
and throughout 1946-47, the
Muslim League insisted on an
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Sir —The exclusion of tableaux proposed
by Tamil Nadu, Kerala and West Bengal
from this year’s Republic Day Parade has
no rational explanation or justification;
it constitutes a politically motivated and
biased move to exclude what is not in
conformity with Hindu Right’s exclusive
Hindutva or Hindu nationalist narrative
and agenda and a response to the electoral defeats inflicted on the BJP in the
aforesaid States. India is a federal Republic
for the ruling dispensation to be so summarily dismissive of ‘regional pride’. We
are totally justified in saying that the
Republic Day pageantry should showcase
India’s diversity. We are not so naive as
to believe that the Union Government
had no role in nixing the tableaux of the
three Opposition-ruled States and the
‘apolitical subject experts’ found them
without merit ‘after due process and
deliberations’ and took the decision.
By dropping the tableau of West
B engal featuring Netaji Subhas
Chandra B ose, Ishwar Chandra
Vidyasagar, Rabindranath Tagore, Sri
Aurobindo, Swami Vivekananda,
Nazrul Islam and Birsa Munda and the
tableau of Tamil Nadu portraying
Mahakavi Subramania Bharathiyar,
VO Chidambaranar, R ani Velu
Nachiyar and Maruthu Brothers, the
Modi Government has betrayed the
kind of patriotism it practises. As a
descendant of those political forces that
took no part in the freedom struggle,
the BJP does not seem to be quite interested in celebrating India’s valiant freedom fighters on the occasion of the
Republic Day.
G David Milton | Maruthancode
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Sir — It has been reported that the State
Bank of India (SBI) has hiked the interest on fixed deposits. The hike is nothing but a pittance. What was 4.9 per cent
is now 5.1 per cent. It means an increase
of 20 paise over the previous rate. Does
this require publicity? The publicity
given indicates as though we are living
in the 1950s when a rupee was able to
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fetch 20 seers (not kgs) of rice.
The quality of service in banks has
been deteriorating. Bank customers have
been given the responsibility of making
pass book entries by themselves in the
machine kept outside. Installation of
ATM machines has further reduced the
work burden of bank employees in the
case of withdrawal of deposit amount.
When a bank account holder shifts to
another place, a single request letter to
transfer his account to the bank branch
of his choice does not draw the attention
of the concerned to consider the request.
Fixed Deposits account is also not being
transferred easily on request. Because of
this, aged persons in particular are facing an ordeal of traveling to the bank
where the account was held earlier. The
difficulty is more pronounced at a time
when the corona is at its peak.
KV Seetharamaiah | Bengaluru
B1:1@@1µC45=9C59C1297<?CC
Sir — The passing away of veteran journalist Sam Rajappa, whose name is syn-
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onymous with the Kolkata based daily
The Statesman, is a huge loss to Indian
print journalism. His rich experience in
the profession, deep knowledge in politics, and absolute command over the
English language, have all made him
one of the finest ever Indian journalists.
A fact well known by contemporary
journalists that Sam Rajappa strongly
favoured and followed “Queen’s English”
throughout his journalistic career and
never compromised on the language,
both in style and grammar.
Years ago, I was working with a leading publication office in Chennai, located close to The Statesman’s office, and
I had the opportunity to interact with
Mr Rajappa a few times. Not only was
he affable and down-to-earth, but I also
found him to be an encyclopedia, who
could reel out information on any subject at the drop of a hat.
Ranganathan Sivakumar | Chennai
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exchange of population as the
homeland called Pakistan was
for all the Islamic people of the
subcontinent. Dr Rajendra
Prasad, Independent India’s
first President, wrote a book on
the subject called India
Divided, offering an answer for
those who could not move out.
They could stay on, but not as
citizens. Instead, they would be
treated as aliens with residence visas, sans political
rights. Pakistan’s founder
Mohammad Ali Jinnah
endorsed Dr Prasad’s views.
But Gandhi and Jawaharlal
Nehru not only opposed this
practical solution, but were
unjust to millions of people.
The distinguished Pakistani
scholar Ayesha Jalal in her
book The Sole Spokesman
has raised the question: why
Partition then? The Muslimmajority provinces like Punjab
and Bengal did not need nor
want the break; it were mainly the Muslim-minority
provinces like UP and Bombay
Presidency which pressed for
it. Eventually, their minorities
largely got left behind in India.
What a fiasco it has turned out
to be?
(The writer is a well-known
columnist, an author and a
former member of the Rajya
Sabha. The views expressed
are personal.)
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he ruling Bharatiya Janata Party
got a major setback when a tall
OBC leader representing the
numerically dominant Kushwaha,
quit Yogi’s cabinet and later joined
Samajwadi Party with a vow to finish the
BJP from the State. The day he joined SP,
Swamy Prasad Maurya claimed that “it is
a history that the party I leave is finished
with the passage of time”. It could be a
boastful assertion which he made when
probably he got swayed by the massive
crowd that assembled at the Samajwadi
Party office to welcome him. But this
switch is an indication that the rainbow
coalition of upper caste, backward, and
Dalits which the BJP had stitched assiduously in the last seven years has started
crumbling.
The importance of Swami Prasad
Maurya could be gauged from the fact that
after him quitting the Government, two
more ministers and around a dozen BJP
lawmakers, all non-Yadav OBC leaders,
resigned from the party. They have shown
their loyalty to Maurya and claimed that
they will swim with him. The indications
are more desertions may follow.
Incidentally, the majority of them were
originally with BSP and had joined BJP
along with Maurya after deserting
Mayawati.
The revolt by these OBCs leaders
against the BJP leadership ahead of the
crucial UP assembly elections has come
as a shot in the arm for the opposition
Samajwadi party. Akhilesh Yadav tweeted a picture of himself with Maurya and
wrote: “Saamajik nyay kaa inqalabhoga,
baaes me badlavhoga (There will be a revolution in the field or social justice and
there will be change in UP).”
The sudden political development
caught the BJP leadership, which appears
to have grown complacent after three
back-to-back electoral successes in the
2014 and 2019 Lok Sabha elections and
the 2017 UP assembly elections, unawares.
This victory centered around the support
of backward communities, which account
for 54 percent of the population. This support base was built brick by brick by Amit
Shah in 2016 when he was the national
president of the party. He was the one who
picked up Swamy Prasad Maurya and persuaded him to join BJP along with his supporters. The BJP needs to introspect as
to why and how this support group disintegrated putting the party in a soup.
The resentment among backward
against the Chief Minister Yogi is not new.
The anger was simmering for the last couple of years. There is an impression that
the BJP Government is pro-Thakur
because Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath
belongs to that caste. Word started spreading that the members of the backward
community were being ignored.
Even the Deputy Chief Minister in the
Yogi cabinet, Keshav Prasad Maurya,
himself an OBC who belongs to the same
caste as Swamy Prasad Maurya, showed

ormer Uttar Pradesh chief
minister and Samajwadi
Party chief Akhilesh
Yadav has emerged as the primary challenger to the BJP in
the February Assembly polls
now that the poll scene is
explicit.
The massive turnout at the
young Yadav chieftain’s election
rallies is testimony to Akhilesh’s
growing popularity. Most
psephologists say that the polls
have become a bi-polar contest
between the Samajwadi Party
and BJP. Recently, Prime
Minister Narendra Modi also
remarked about the growing
support base saying ‘Lal topi’ (
red cap) is a ‘Lal batti’ (red
light) for UP.
Yadav Junior came out of
the shadows of his father and
former chief minister Mulayam
Singh Yadav a long time ago,
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(The writer is a senior
journalist. The views
expressed are personal.)

(The writer is Political
Editor, Lucknow
Edition. The views
expressed are personal.)

his annoyance at the way the
members of the backward community were ignored. The RSS leadership placated him and early last
year when Yogi along with senior
BJP leaders had a luncheon meeting with Maurya at his residence.
The indications were that “everything has been sorted out” but the
meeting failed to douse the anger
of the backwards.
Political analysts, however,
point out that the BJP in the last
eight years with its social engineering politics along with the benefits
through ‘Direct benefit transfer’
(DBT) believed that it has upstaged
the caste-based identity politics.
The BJP leadership believed that
the members from the SC and the
OBCs are no longer attracted to
caste lines. It is believed that the
economic needs of this section have
been fulfilled by the Narendra
Modi and Yogi Adtyanath governments in the last five years through
the free distribution of food grains.
In fact, BJP mis-read the trend.
Free distribution of food grains
does not lead to empowerment of
any caste. It is a feelgood factor for
shorter period of time but at a
longer run, it proved detrimental
for the party. There is a belief
among the villagers that the freebie scheme which has started, will
not be withdrawn by the next government.
The way OBC leaders are leaving BJP is not a good sign for the
ruling party particularly when an
election bugle has been sounded
because leaders like Swami Prasad
Maurya and his colleagues still
command clout in their respective
communities and enjoy ideologi-

cal weightage.
The voters from the OBCs
and SCs will face the dilemma on
the day of voting whether to
respond to the traditional optics of
caste appeal or go with the politics
of economic and social empowerment. The Yadavs are already with
Samajwadi Party and after leaders
like Swami Prasad Maurya, Lalji
Verma, and Ram Achal Rajbhar
joined SP, now Akhilesh has
become the focal point around
whom the backward politics will
revolve now.
What has happened last week
is a clear indication that caste-based
politics is threatening to upstage
Hindutva politics, despite the saffron-clad Yogi Adityanath is the
Hindutva icon for the BJP and the
party’s campaign is revolving
around Ram Janmabhoomi and
Kashi Vishwanath Dham. There
were rumours that Yogi would contest assembly elections from
Ayodhya but later it was communicated he would contest from
Gorakhpur.
BJP continued to play around
the arrogance of Yogi by projecting
him as the staunch Hindutva icon.
Slogans like “Raj tilak ki karo
tayari, aa rahen hai bhagwadhari
(Get ready for coronation as a saffron-clad is coming)” were shared
widely during the digital campaign kicked off two days back.
The party added further doses
of Hindutva by propagating the
construction of Ram Mandir and
the inauguration of Kashi
Vishwanath Dham as its achievements. A new twist was added to
this Hindutva story when BJP leaders started talking about Mathura.

In contrast, Samajwadi Party
president Akhilesh Yadav who
had contested the 2017 election on
the development plank with the
tagline of “Kaam bolta hai”, chose
realpolitik as he shed all inhibitions and joined the caste bandwagon. He started his crusade by
first asking for the caste-based
census and even gave a slogan of
“85 vs15” indicating that the
OBCs were 85 percent of the
population while the upper
casteswere a minuscule minority
of 15 percent.
He followed it up by scouting
for new caste-based parties as
allies. He even made it clear that
Samajwadi Party will never have
any trucks with big parties. He
patched up with his estranged
uncle Shivpal Yadav to consolidate
the backward caste vote bank. The
creation of a large coalition of the
neglected, excluded and undocumented backward castes and
Dalits could be a game-changer for
the Samajwadi Party.
On the other hand, BJP’s social
engineering tactics meant
regrouping of the non-Yadav, nonJatav OBC, and Dalit sub-castes in
its favour. But what had happened
in last two days is a clear indication that the members of the
backward community are now
asking for their pound of flesh.
They are satisfied with the call of
Mandirs or mutts but they want
empowerment in the true sense —
where they have an equal share of
power. This has crumbled the
cookie of Hindutva.
In short, the ghost of Mandal
is out of Kamandal and it is set to
turn the UP election on its head.
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and today he is the only leader
for his party. Akhilesh has
gone through many ups and
downs in his two decades of
political life. Leading the election campaign for the coalition,
he is a much more mature
politician today.
SP’s political strategy is
well calibrated. Akhilesh has
strengthened himself within
the party and sorted out his
family fights with his uncle
Shivpal Yadav who is now back
in the fold.
Single-handedly
he
stitched up alliances, particularly with Jayant Chaudharyled Rashtriya Lok Dal. What is
working to the benefit of the SP
is the support from the farmers community in western
Uttar Pradesh. They have been
upset with the BJP for almost
one year, as the Centre did not

heed their protests against the
three farm laws passed in
Parliament in 2019. The Jats
hold the key in Western UP
and they back RLD.
The junior Yadav has
astutely moved away from his
father’s trusted Muslim-Yadav
formula to a new kind of social
engineering for a larger social
coalition. Akhilesh has learned
lessons the hard way. He had
experimented with several
combinations. As joining hands

with Congress in the 2017
Assembly elections and with
the BSP in 2019 polls failed to
yield the desired results, he is
now depending on smaller
caste-based regional parties,
particularly those with a nonYadav OBC base. He has roped
in smaller parties like Rashtriya
Lok Dal, Mahan Dal, Sanjay
Singh Chouhan’s Democratic
(Socialist) Party, Krishna Patel’s
Apna Dal (Communist),
Rajesh Siddhartha’s Political
Justice, and Ram Raj Singh
Patel’s Akhil Bhartiya Kisan
Sena.
Interestingly, the SP chief
has promised a caste census if
elected to power. Though
backward classes parties have
been in power in Uttar
Pradesh since the early 1990s,
his predecessors did not take
any risk.

His calculations are based
on the Samajwadi Party’s internal surveywhich revealed that
in the 2017 elections, over 50
per cent of OBCs voted for BJP
while around 15 per cent supported SP. Akhilesh has given
an open invitation to all parties
and sections to join him in
throwing out the BJP.
He successfully poached on
several OBC leaders from the
BJP, including Swami Prasad
Maurya, in his efforts to broaden his party’s social base. Two
influential ministers and some
MLAs quit BJP and joined SP
days before the poll announcement. Swami Prasad Maurya, a
powerful OBC leader and fivetime MLA, joined BJP in 2016
after quitting Mayawati’s
Bahujan Samaj Party. Many
from BSP like Yogesh Verma,
Mithai Lal Bharti have already

switched to SP.
As for countering
Kamandal politics, Akhilesh
has embraced the “me too” line
to counter BJP’s politics. He has
also promised to establish
Vishnu Nagar and a massive
statue of Parashuram on the
Purvanchal expressway.
He raises other issues like
Covid handling, development,
law, and order, poor health
infrastructure, reservation, and
inflation. He also presents the
controversial incidents in
Gorakhpur, Hathras, and
Unnao.
BJP is counting on Brand
Narendra Modi to get votes.
Yogi is contesting for the
Assembly for the first time. The
BJP seems to be banking on the
polarisation of Jat votes like in
the 2017 polls to maintain its
dominance.

To counter the SP caste
strategy, BJP has given tickets
to 44 OBC names, including 16
Jats, followed by 43 upper
castes and 19 from Scheduled
Castes. The list indicates that
the BJP is hopeful of getting the
Jat votes in western UP, where
the rural community is concentrated.
Priyanka Gandhi Vadra,
who leads the Congress in UP
is banking on women’s votes
and has promised all kinds of
freebies. The BSP chief
Mayawati is lying low but
working quietly after her party’s
miserable performance in 2017
and 2019.
UP is known for casting
votes on a caste basis. Whether
Akhilesh’s Mandal politics or
BJP’s Kamandal politics works
in these polls is a million-dollar question.
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hinese state media say
parcels mailed from overC
seas may have spread the omicron variant of the coronavirus
in Beijing and elsewhere,
despite doubts among overseas
health experts that the virus
can be transmitted via packaging.
The State Post Bureau said
it has ordered stronger measures to ventilate and disinfect
sites where items mailed from
overseas are handled. Postal
workers must wear protective
equipment, receive booster
shots and undergo regular testing, it said on its website.
International
packages must be isolated,
cleaned and held for a waiting
period to ensure they are free
from the virus, it said. Global
health experts say the virus
mainly spreads through respiratory droplets when infected
people breathe, speak, cough
and sneeze. The World Health

Organization says coronaviruses "need a live animal or
human host to multiply and
survive and cannot multiply on
the surface of food packages.
"However, China has
repeatedly emphasized what it
calls the danger of infections
from packaging, despite only
trace amounts of the virus
being found on such items, and
has boosted testing of frozen
food and other items shipped
from overseas.
The Communist Party
newspaper Global Times cited
the Beijing Center for Disease
Control and virologists as linking recent infections to packages from abroad. It said
Tuesday that investigators
found people newly infected
had picked up packages mailed
from Canada and the U.S.
China has locked down
parts of Beijing's Haidian district following the detection of
four cases, just weeks before the
capital is to host the Winter
Olympic Games. Another per-

son in the southern technology hub of Shenzhen who tested positive for omicron handled packages sent from North
America, the newspaper said.
An additional case was
reported in the city's Chaoyang
district, and an office building
in Shunyi, where the capital's
main international airport is
located, was placed under lockdown with all inside required
to undergo testing after a suspected case was reported.
Local schools in Beijing
have mostly been moved online
in the two weeks before the
start of the Lunar New Year
holiday on Jan. 31.China
remains on high alert for new
outbreaks ahead of the
Olympics.
Around 20 million people
are under lockdown and mass
testing has been ordered in
entire cities where cases have
been discovered. Beijing
Games organizers announced
Monday that only "selected"
spectators will be permitted at

the events, which officially
open Feb. 4. Beijing had already
announced that no fans from
outside the country will be permitted and has not offered
tickets to the general public.
China has largely avoided
major virus outbreaks with
lockdowns, mass testing and
travel restrictions, although it
continues to fight surges in several cities, including the port of
Tianjin, about an hour from
Beijing.One city that has
endured weeks of lockdown
under China's "zero-COVID"
policy appears to have
received some relief. Falling
numbers of cases in Xi'an, a city
of 13 million famed as the
home of the Terracotta Warrior
statue army, have prompted
authorities to gradually allow
people to leave their homes and
return to work.
Just one additional case
was reported in the city among
China's 127 new domestically
transmitted cases announced
on Tuesday.
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Brussels: Roberta Metsola, a Christian Democrat from Malta,
was elected president of European Union's parliament Tuesday,
putting women in three of four biggest jobs in 27-nation bloc.
Metsola succeeds Italian Socialist David Sassoli, who died last
week. She is only third woman elected to post. Her birthday was
Tuesday, and at age 43, she is the European Parliament's youngest
president. Metsola was the candidate of the parliament's biggest
group, and she received 458 of 616 votes cast Tuesday. She had
already been acting president since Sassoli's Jan 11 death. AP
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Moscow: Russia is sending
troops from country's far east
to Belarus for major war games,
officials said Tuesday, in a
deployment further beefing up
Russian military assets near
Ukraine amid Western fears of
an invasion.
Deputy Defence Minister
Alexander Fomin said drills are
intended to practice a joint
response to external threats by
alliance of Russia and Belarus,
which have close political, economic and military ties. Fomin
didn't say how many troops
and weapons were being redeployed for exercises, or give
number of troops that will be
involved in war games.
Ukrainian officials have
warned that Russia could
launch an attack from various
directions, including from territory of its ally Belarus. The
deployment would dramatically bolster an estimated

100,000 troops with tanks and
other heavy weapons amassed
near Ukraine in what West
fears could be a prelude to an
invasion. Russia has denied
an intention to attack its exSoviet neighbour, but demanded guarantees from West that
NATO will not expand to
Ukraine or other ex-Soviet
nations or place its troops and
weapons there.
Washington and its allies
firmly rejected Moscow's
demands during last week's
Russia-US negotiations in
Geneva and a related NATORussia meeting in Brussels.
Fomin said drills, which
involve an unspecified number
of troops from Russia's Eastern
Military District that encompasses Eastern Siberia and the
Far East, reflect need to practice concentrating country's
entire military potential in
western Russia.
AP
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Kathmandu:Nepal's southeastern Province 2 bordering
India has been named Madhes
Pradesh with Janakpur retained
as its capital, settling a longstanding debate on the region's
official reference after it was
made a province in 2015. The
Provincial Assembly on
Monday voted in two-thirds
majority for both decisions. Of
the 99 voting members, 78
voted for Janakpur as capital
and 80 voted for the provincial
name Madhes.Madhes is
Nepal's smallest province in
terms of area but second largest
in terms of population. It borders India (Bihar) in the south
and has eight districts - Bara,
Parsa, Rautahat, Sarlahi,
Mahottari, Dhanusha, Siraha
and Saptari.Majority of the
population in the region is of
Indian descent and Maithili is
the most widely spoken language. Senior Lokatantrik

Tokyo: Japan's government is
preparing social restrictions
in Tokyo and other regions as
the omicron variant of the
coronavirus infects more people. Japan has never had a lockdown during the pandemic
but has focused instead on
asking restaurants and bars to
close early. Crowds are back in
many parts of Japan, with people packing stores and events,
while COVID-19 cases
jump.The order will be
finalised this week and is likely to take effect Friday for
Tokyo and nine other regions,
including Chiba, Kanagawa,
Aichi and Kumamoto, the government spokesman said
Tuesday.An order was issued
earlier this month for Okinawa,
Yamaguchi and Hiroshima prefectures. Other areas seeing

surging infections, such as
Osaka, may be added later.
"The infections are rising at an
unprecedented speed," Chief
Cabinet Secretary Hirokazu
Matsuno told reporters.
Worries are growing about
infections spreading so quickly that hospital systems may get
stretched thin, he said. He
acknowledged additional
action may be needed if the
numbers of people shoot up,
required to undergo quarantine
or hospitalisation. About 80
per cent of the Japanese population have received two vaccine shots, but only 1 per cent
the booster. The government
has promised to speed up
boosters, but most people won't
be getting them until after
March or later, under the current schedule.
AP
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the first terrorist attack in
this year, a policeImannIslamabad
was killed and two others
were injured after two militants
riding a motorcycle opened fire
at a check post, officials said on
Tuesday. The militants were
also killed in the overnight
shootout which took place in
the Karachi Company area of
the heavily guarded capital,
the Islamabad Police said in a
statement. The banned
Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan
(TTP) in a statement took
responsibility for the attack.A
policeman was killed, while
two others were wounded, the
police statement said, adding
that the two militants were also
killed in the retaliator y
fire.Confirming the incident,
Interior minister Sheikh Rashid
Ahmad said it was the "first terrorist attack of this year and we
need to say alert". "It is a signal that terrorist activities have
started in Islamabad," he said.



[

azakhstan's influential former leader released a short
video on Tuesday in which he
talked about violent unrest
that engulfed ex-Soviet nation
earlier this month and rejected reports alleging that he fled
the country amid tensions with
current president.
It was first time that
Nursultan Nazarbayev, who
ran Kazakhstan for 29 years
after it gained independence
and kept an influential post
after stepping down as president in 2019, spoke publicly
about the protests and the
bloodshed they descended into.
Nazarbayev also denied that
there were tensions between
him and his hand-picked successor, President KassymJomart Tokayev. Some speculated that a rift between two

K

could have played a role in
exacerbating unrest. Protests in
Kazakhstan, an oil and gas-rich
nation of 19 million in Central
Asia, began on Jan. 2 in a small
western town over the neardoubling of fuel prices. But
they quickly spread across the
vast country, growing into a
general protest against the
authoritarian government and
turning into violent riots that
killed over 220 people.
Tokayev sought to calm the
crowds by announcing a 180day cap on fuel prices and
removing Nazarbayev as head
of the National Security
Council, an influential post he
occupied since stepping down.
The move was seen by some as
an attempt to end the former
leader's patronage that had
ignited tensions among
Kazakhstan's ruling elite, further fueling the unrest.
In his video address
Tuesday, Nazarbayev, 81, rejected these allegations. "There is
no conflict or confrontation
within the country's elite. The
rumours in this regard are
completely groundless," he said.
He also brushed off reports
that claimed he had fled the
country, and backed Tokayev's
move to take over as head of
the National Security Council.
"In 2019, I handed over the
presidential authority to
Kassym-Jomart Tokayev, and
have ever since been a retiree,
currently enjoying retirement
in the capital of Kazakhstan,
having never left anywhere.
President Kassym-Jomart
Tokayev has the full power, he's
the chairman of the Security
Council," Nazarbayev said.

Samajwadi Party leader
Rajendra Mahato said the new
province name is a milestone in
Nepal moving towards complete federalism, with the identity of Madhesis.Colloquially
Madhesi means people from
the southern plains. In Hindu
religious text, Madesh refers to
Lord Shiva.Province 2, or
Madhes Pradesh now, was
formed after Nepal's new
Constitution came into effect in
September 2015, turning the
countr y into a 'Federal
Democratic Republic'.Before
attaining provincial status,
Madhesi parties had extensively campaigned for greater
rights, representation and
autonomy. Nearly 50 people
had died in agitations between
September 2015 and February
2016. The provincial government declared a public holiday
on Tuesday to mark the occasion.
PTI
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resident Gotabaya Rajapaksa
said on Tuesday that Sri
P
Lanka needs to "correct misconceptions" of international
community on its human rights
policies as he promised "justice"
for missing persons from three
decade-long civil war with
LTTE. "We reject racism.
The present government
wants to safeguard dignity and
rights of every citizen in this
country in a uniform manner,"
President Rajapaksa said while
addressing a new session of
Parliament."Therefore I urge
those politicians who continue
to incite people against each
other for narrow political gains
to stop doing so," he said.
Talking about human rights
issues in country, Rajapaksa
said that he was willing to take
suggestions from international
community on it."We need to
correct misconceptions that have
been taken to international
community in past regarding
our human rights," he said.
"I say with responsibility that
during my tenure, the government did not support any form
of human rights violations. We
will also not leave room for any
such act in future. We do not
condone such actions in any
manner," he added. The Lankan
government's reluctance to
address or investigate human
rights allegations from civil war
has been a source of tension in
its ties with several Western
countries. President Rajapaksa,
who so far sidestepped calls to
investigate missing persons
fromcivil war, said that the issue
is not something unique to a
particular group.
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he Department for
Promotion of Industry and
T
Internal Trade (DPIIT) on
Tuesday held a meeting with
different stakeholders, including domestic and foreign companies, on the proposed ecommerce policy, an official
said.
The meeting was attended
by domestic and foreign ecommerce firms besides
domestic traders body CAIT
(Confederation of All India
Traders) and associations related to the MSME sector, the
official added.
CAIT in a statement said
the meeting was attended by
All India Consumer Products
Distributors Federation
(AICPDF),
Retailers
Association of India, Laghu
Udyog Bharti, and Federation
of Indian Micro and Small &
Medium Enterprises (FISME).
Representatives of e-commerce firms, including
Amazon and Flipkart, also
attended the virtual meeting,
which was chaired by DPIIT
Additional Secretary Anil
Agarwal, along with other
senior officials of the min-

istry.
Confirming his participation in the meeting, CAIT
Secretary General Praveen
Khandelwal said the e-commerce policy should have clear
stipulations about transparent
operations of e-commerce platforms, easy accessibility and
adequate grievance redressal
system, and non-discriminatory access of marketplace platforms to all stakeholders and
value chain.
It should also have stipulations about the avoidance of
conflict of interest among marketplace platforms, sellers and
various service providers on the
platform.
The meeting holds significance as the department is in
the process of formulating the
policy.
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he accelerating pace of digT
italisation, fuelled by the
Covid-19 pandemic, has led to

he All India Gem and Jewellery Domestic
T
Council (GJC) on Tuesday urged the
Government to reduce the rate of GST (goods

a record-breaking year for
cybercrime with ransomware
attacks rising 151 per cent in
2021, and an average of 270
cyberattacks per organisation
being faced, a new study
showed on Tuesday.
The World Economic
Forum’s ‘Global Cybersecurity
Outlook 2022’, released during
its online Davos Agenda summit, further said that each successful cyber breach cost a
company USD 3.6 million
(nearly Rs 27 crore) last year,
while the average share price of
the hacked company underperformed NASDAQ by nearly 3 per cent even six months
after the event in case of the
breach becoming public.
The WEF said the global
digital economy surged on the
back of the COVID-19 pandemic, but so has cybercrime
and nearly 80 per cent of cyber
leaders now consider ransomware a ‘danger’ and ‘threat’
to public safety.
At the same time, there is
a large perception gap between
business executives who think
their companies are secure and
security leaders who disagree.
Some 92 per cent of business executives surveyed agree
that cyber resilience is integrated into enterprise risk-

and services tax) to 1.25 per cent.
In its pre-Budget 2022-23 recommendations
to Union Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman,
GJC has sought a cumulative GST rate of 1.25
per cent based on the revenue equivalence principle on gold, precious metals, gems and articles of jewellery made of such goods, the apex
industry body said in a statement.
Currently, the GST rate for gems and jewellery is 3 per cent.
The national industry apex body has also
urged FM to raise the PAN card limit to Rs 5
lakh from Rs 2 lakh, as many households in rural
India do not hold PAN cards and face difficulty in arranging minimum required jewellery in
times of need, especially post-pandemic.
GJC has urged the government that suitable
clarification be issued on the minimum quantity of gold, which an individual can deposit
under the gold monetisation scheme (GMS),
without being questioned by any departmental
authorities.
Further, the industry body requested that the
EMI facility for the purchase of 22K gold jewellery should be allowed to the gems and jewellery industry, which in turn shall lead to a substantial growth of the business of the industry
after the pandemic.
“Our industry has suffered a lot during these
harsh times of the pandemic, and it is also identified as one of the ‘stressed sectors’ in K V
Kamath’s report.
“Hence, we have proposed changes in
Section 40A of the Income Tax Act so that the
existing daily cash limit of Rs 10,000 per day be
increased to Rs 1,00,000 per day,” GJC Chairman
Ashish Pethe said.
GJC has also urged the government to waive

management strategies, but
only 55 per cent of cyber leaders surveyed agreed. This gap
between leaders can leave firms
vulnerable to attacks as a direct
result of incongruous security
priorities and policies, the
report said.
Even after a threat is
detected, the WEF survey conducted in collaboration with
Accenture, found that nearly
two-thirds would find it challenging to respond to a cybersecurity incident due to the
shortage of skills within their
team.
Even more troubling is the
growing trend that companies
need 280 days on average to
identify and respond to a
cyberattack. To put this into
perspective, an incident that
occurs on January 1, may not
be fully contained until
October 8.
“Companies must now
embrace cyber resilience -not only defending against
cyberattacks but also preparing

for swift and timely incident
response and recovery when an
attack does occur,” WEF
Managing Director Jeremy
Jurgens said.
Accenture Chair and CEO
Julie Sweet said organisations
need to work more closely
with ecosystem partners and
other third parties to make
cybersecurity part of their
ecosystem DNA, so they can be
resilient and promote customer
trust.
The survey also found that
less than one-fifth of cyber
leaders feel confident that their
organisations are cyber
resilient.
Also, they do not feel consulted on business decisions,
and they struggle to gain the
support of decision-makers in
prioritizing cyber risks, while
recruiting and retaining the
right talent is their greatest
concern.
Besides, nearly nine in ten
see SMEs as the weakest link in
the supply chain.
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Maruti was the top loser
in the Sensex pack, shedding
over 4 per cent, followed by
Tech Mahindra, HCL Tech,
Tata Steel, IndusInd Bank
and L&T.
On the other hand, Axis
Bank, HDFC Bank, ICICI
Bank, Kotak Bank Dr Reddy’s,
Titan and Nestle India were
the gainers.

Tuesday due to sharp losses in
auto, metal, and realty stocks
amid a global rout in equities
triggered by rising US bond
yields and a spike in crude oil.
The 30-share index

slumped by 554.05 points or
0.90 per cent to end at
60,754.86 with 23 of its constituents ending in the
red.
The broader NSE Nifty
fell by 195.05 points or 1.07
per cent to 18,113.05. As
many 43 Nifty stocks closed
with losses while six
advanced.
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Kolkata: The microfinance
sector has urged Finance
Minister Nirmala Sitharaman
to increase the limit of credit
guarantee scheme in the budget for 2022-23.
In the budget representation to the Ministry, the self
regulatory body (SRO) of
MFIs said the sector is facing a few challenges in terms of
higher credit costs and access
to low-cost long term funds.
It urged the Finance
Minister to extend the quantum of funds under the credit
guarantee scheme to the MFIs
P Satish, executive director
of Sa-Dhan, an SRO, said that
the microfinance sector plays an
important role in steering
growth and consumption which
are crucial at this juncture.
According to him, the capital of the smaller MFIs has been
impacted due to the pandemic
and he urged the government to
support them with subordinated debt with tenure ranging
from five to seven years.
PTI

Mumbai:Crisil Ratings on
Tuesday said disruptions due to
the third Covid wave could
shave off as much as 200 basis
points from the growth in
assets under management of
housing finance companies in
the current and next financial
years.
However, growth would
still be higher compared with
average of around two per cent
over fiscals 2020 and 2021
though slower than the broadbased 24 per cent logged
between fiscals 2011 and 2019,
it said in a report.
“The third wave of the
COVID-19 pandemic could
slash as much as 200 bps (basis
points) off Crisil Ratings’ base
case estimate of 9-11 per cent
Compound Annual Growth
Rate (CAGR) in the AUM of
housing finance companies for
fiscals 2022 and 2023,” the
report said.
Of the total Housing
Finance Companies’ (HFCs)
AUM
(Assets
Under
Management) of Rs 13.2 lakh
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enchmark stock indices
Sensex and Nifty plunged
B
by around 1 per cent on
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otwithstanding the pandemic, India’s workforce is
optimistic about the future of
work, and a significant percentage of professionals are
considering changing their jobs
this year, according to a report.
LinkedIn, the leading
online professional network, on
Tuesday launched new jobseeker research, which revealed
that 82 per cent of professionals in India are considering a
job change in 2022.
Based on the responses of
1,111 professionals in India, the
survey showed that professionals are leaving their current
jobs due to poor work-life balance, not enough money, or
greater career ambitions.
When looking for new
roles in the new year, professionals in India said flexible
working arrangements will be
the top priority.

N

“The pandemic has
spurred people to rethink their
careers and look for new job
opportunities to meet their
renewed purpose and priorities
in life.
“As confidence in new
opportunities grows, it is evident
that the Great Reshuffle in India
is clearly being led by job seekers, and talent is in the driver’s
seat right now - with flexibility
as their no. 1 priority today,” said
Ankit Vengurlekar, India
Managing Editor, LinkedIn
News.
Vengurlekar further said
that “our Jobs on the Rise list
shows that the demand for
tech-savvy talent is growing
hotter across the IT, healthcare,
and business development sectors”.
LinkedIn’s research further
revealed that professionals in
India are confident about their
job roles, careers, and overall
job availability getting better in

crore as on March 31, 2021,
home loans were the largest
segment (71 per cent) followed
by wholesale loans (18 per
cent) and Loans Against
Property (11 per cent).
The agency’s Senior
Director and Deputy Chief
Ratings Officer Krishnan
Sitaraman said home loans
will be the fastest-growing segment as lenders continue to be
selective in the non-housing
segment, comprising wholesale
and LAP (Loan Against
Property) loans.
After relatively low growth
in recent years, the home loan
segment is expected to clock
12-14 per cent CAGR over fiscals 2022 and 2023, driven by
improving sales, better affordability, and a preference for
home ownership and larger
homes, he said.
“That said, the pandemic’s
third wave could shave off
100-200 bps of this growth
depending on its spread, intensity and duration,” Sitaraman
said.
PTI
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nion Minister for Social
Justice & Empowerment
U
Virendra Kumar on Tuesday elaunched Department’s first
bi-monthly E-news letter during the virtual inauguration of
the main building of
Composite Regional Centre
for Skill Development,
Rehabilitation
&
Empowerment of Persons with
Disabilities (CRC) at
Kozhikode.
“The launch of E-newsletter by the Department of
Empowerment of Persons
with Disabilities is a meaningful initiative. It will provide information to the people about the p olicies,
schemes and programmes
being implemented by the
Government for the overall
development of divyangjans
and they can take benefits
from the same, the minister
said.

ummit India, in association
with Tech Avant-Garde
(TAG), on Monday announced
the launch of ‘Vasudhaiva
Kutumbakam Education
Summit 2022’, a three-monthlong summit on the changing
education landscape in India.
The summit will kick off
with a three-day virtual conference from January 20 to 22,
2022, with an inaugural message by President Ram Nath

Kovind.
The conference will feature
talks by policymakers, thought
leaders and prominent educationists from across the country discussing the nuances of
NEP 2020 and Hybrid
Learning.
Shyam Jaju, Chairman,
Summit India, said, “To take
the vision and mission of NEP
2020 forward, we are organizing ‘Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam
— Virtual Education Summit
2022’.”

(

off the bank commission (1-1.5 per cent) on the
purchase of jewellery through credit cards, thus
ensuring a good boost to the ‘Digital India’ for
the gems and jewellery industry, he said.
“We are confident and hopeful that there
may be good reliefs announced for our industry during the Budget session,” Pethe added.
GJC also urged the government that in case
jewellery sold is reinvested in new jewellery, the
exemption from capital gain as per Section 54F
of the Income Tax Act 1961 should be extended to the gems and jewellery industry.
This will help the industry to move towards
organized and compliant business practices, it
added.
On making the GMS more effective, GJC
emphasised that the government must give
exemptions to households for minimum 500
grams of gold deposited, being of ancestral
nature, from questioning by any tax department.
The same will make GMS more effective and
benefit the government and participants at large,
GJC added.
The total deposits accumulated by the
banks under the GMS are at around 11.1 tonnes,
which is a meagre number as compared to the
estimated holdings of 23,000-24,000 tonnes, the
industry body stated.
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ndia is believed to be the epicentre of knowledge and education. The evidence of this is
present in places like Takshila
and Nalanda. These places
had pioneering institutions, and the
ruins still stand tall on their
grounds. However, over the last few
centuries, the legacy of the Indian
education system was sadly lost.
Post the British rule, Indians
realised the existence of these education hubs and excavated their
ruins for further study. Since independence, there has been an
immense focus on the improvement, growth and development of
this critical sector.
The progress of any country is
primarily judged by the status of its
education and healthcare industries.
The Indian education system is
expected to reach a valuation of
USD 225 billion by FY 2025. The
subcontinent is at a crossroads in
terms of providing leadership in
education.
India is poised to be perhaps a
superpower in its own right, and the
expectations of the world from
India make these two factors especially important as markers for our
progress. Further, with the second-largest population across the
globe and youngest population in
the world, education becomes an
imperative aspect for the subcontinent’s growth.
Even the states and central governments are realising the cruciality of this sector. The education
policies that are being formulated in
recent times are embedded with
strong reforms that encourage the
private sector to contribute to the
field of education. The inclusion of
private parties will help in boosting
the quality of education that is
imparted.
There will be greater academic
and administrative autonomy,
which will lead to the rapid growth
of research-oriented institutions.
Again more knowledge centres will
lead to a majority of the country’s
youth having access to thorough
education. Access, equity and inclusiveness are the fundamental goals
the New Education Policy 2020
entails to establish India as a global hotspot for quality education. It
aims to provide all the facilities
available to students abroad at
much lower costs. Such measures
are indicators of the fact that this
sector has adopted an upward trajectory.
Further, the rapid economic
growth in the country is creating an
enormous demand for skilled manpower. This growing requirement
can only be fulfilled by education
institutions preparing students to be
future-ready. Many schools and
colleges have redesigned their curriculum to adopt an industry-first
approach. Students are now gaining
theoretical knowledge as well as
advancing their skill-set. They are
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he University of East
Anglia (UEA) is delightT
ed to be running its full-time
MBA
programme
in
September 2022. In 2021, the
university took the decision to
pause entry to the course for a
year owing to the uncertainties
presented by COVID-19.
But as the University is
committed to its values in providing globally responsible
business education, the course
will run again in September
2022.
The last date of submission
of the application is 31 July
2022. The admission process
has begun and students can
apply by visiting MBA Master
of Business Administration UEA
Full details on this process
can be obtained from UEA’s
website: https://www.uea.ac.uk/

LAND OF OPPORTUNITIES
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he TDV Noida is inviting
applications for Admission
T
Bachelor of Design and Master
of Design through entrance
test. The entrance exam will be

held
on 29th January 2022. Students
need to fill the application
form through the official website.
How to apply: Online
application form available on
The Design Village official
Website. The submission of
the Application Form can be
done online Rs.2000/.
Admission Process: Open
to applicants who have passed
or will appear for the qualifying examinations under the
higher secondary (10+2) from
any recognised Board of
Education.
Admission will be done on
the basis of marks obtained.
Candidates also have to
clear the TDV Design Entrance
Test of that year followed by an
interview for both courses.
Last Date to Apply: 27th
January
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shed light on the Application
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he Great Learning, one of Process of PTE, test formats
not only trained to be strong on the
theory front. The motive is to
imbue in them qualities like critical thinking, analytical skills, creativity and problem-solving, among
others. It is safe to say that the development of other industries, be it IT
or Finance, depends on the output
offered by the education sector.
Looking at the current trend
and talking about the next five
years, the education market in
India is expected to become US$
225 billion by 2025. This will eventually put a lot of pressure on the
existing educational institutions to
fulfil the workforce requirement
necessary to facilitate such growth.
It will also pave the way for numerous new schools and colleges,
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increasing the availability of courses, modules, curriculum and institutions for students. There have also
been modifications made in the
pedagogy, and teachers are encouraging students to indulge in more
and more exhibitions, training programmes and internships.
With the wheels of such
dynamic changes set in motion,
India can become the land of opportunity and a premier destination for
education, even for international
students.
After all, it is not by accident
that there are multiple Indians who
perhaps started their education
domestically and are now holding
leadership positions in companies
that are international giants.

T
India’s edtech companies
for professional and higher

education, has announced that
it will be hosting a workshop on
PTE (Pearson Test of English
Academic) in collaboration
with the Pearson Group on
January 22 and 23, 2022, at 1
pm. These free-of-cost sessions are designed for students
who wish to apply for international universities abroad and
acquire more information
about PTE, the world’s leading
computer-based English language test trusted by universities, colleges and Governments.
The interactive workshop
will be conducted by master
trainers from Pearson Group:
Christopher Morley and

and the preparation tips and
strategies.
People can register for the
webinar by clicking on this link:
https://zoom.us/webinar/register/3116420715727/WN_0iqpQ
GuWQOGxUv-hqQmPUQ
It offers comprehensive,
industry-relevant programmes
across various cutting-edge
Technology, Data and Business
domains. Great Learning's programs are developed in collaboration with academic institutions like Stanford University,
MIT, The University of Texas at
Austin, National University
Singapore, IIT Madras, IIT
Bombay, IIT Roorkee, IIITDelhi, Shiv Nadar University
and Great Lakes.
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OVID-19 pandemic has changed the
entire dynamics of school education.
The last two years have been really difficult for our school students. The continuous closure of schools, shifting of classes to
online mode, postponement of examinations,
and lack of peer group learning has created
a wide learning gap in the system.
There is an increased awareness and
demand in the education system to integrate
the latest technology and techniques in educational systems to shift the pedagogy from
rote learning to critical thinking.
To overcome these challenges posed by
the pandemic and make our students ready
for the 21st century, CBSE has announced
term based examination at secondary and
senior- secondary level, i.e., from class IXXII.
The latest curriculum prescribed by
CBSE endeavors to provide competencybased learning and imbibe the components
of the 21st century, which focuses on learning, literacy, and life skills.
CBSE has categorised the school examination for Class IX-XII into three parts:
Term-1 (Nov- Dec), Term-2 (Feb- March),
and Practical & Internal Assessment. Both
the terms are having equal weightage; the
unique syllabus and the syllabus of each term
are not overlapping with each other.
Term-1 is having MCQs based questions
and there is no practical examination in
Term-1. Also, in Term-1 the students would
be getting marks and no tag like pass, fail,
or compartment. Term-2 will have subjective based questions and it comprises theo-

C

ry and practical components.
In my opinion, it is a welcoming move.
Today, our focus should be to teach the students those skills, which will help them to
survive and flourish in the competitive world
of today. Unfortunately, the focus of most of
the schools currently is on cramming the syllabus and passing the examination. There are
very few schools in the country, which focus
more on skill-based education than cramming information.
Today, the students need to have conceptual clarity, an exploratory mindset, and
do a critical analysis of the information. They
should be in a position to sift out the important information especially in this era of
information overload and should have clarity about their focus areas. What we decide
at present shapes our future.
If the students lack comprehension ability, they won't be able to make a proper decision and will not be able to take charge of
their lives. Most of the school students in
India still follow a typical trend when it
comes to choosing their career, and succumb
to parental and peer pressure. Most of them
are ignorant about their ability and the field
in which they can flourish and lack the decision-making ability.
The new pedagogy followed by CBSE
focuses on critical thinking, communication
skills, and creativity, which will help the students to deal with the changes, make them
more curious, help them in developing an
inquisitive mindset, and will transform the
way they think about the future.
The type of questions, which are being
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he educational institute
JK Lakshmipat University,
is offering early admissions to
the students appearing for
their Class XII B oard
Examinations in 2022 or XII
passed, for all the UG programmes like B Tech, BBA, B
Des, and BCA for the upcoming academic session 20222023.
Before candidates apply

T

for admission, they are advised
to check the eligibility criteria
laid down by the JK
Lakshmipat University. Only
those candidates who fulfill
the eligibility criteria can fill
the application form.
The early admission
process is particularly suitable
for those who are clear about
pursuing engineering, design,
or management studies.
The admission will be
granted on a first come first

served basis to only those
applicants who meet all the
admission criteria as defined
for respective admission and
considered as Provisional
Admission.
Early Admissions ensure
that the student can be stressfree and can focus on excelling
in their Class XII Board examinations. Early Admissions
students will get financial benefit in terms of their admission
fee paid; admission fee (INR

asked in exams like assertion- reasoning,
statement, and conclusion, the case studies
will make them ready for the real-life problem-solving scenario.
Also, when we look at the various
career-orientated entrance examinations,
which are conducted after class 12th, they
focus more on the reasoning ability and critical thinking of the students. If this is not
being taught at the school level or if students
have not developed such a type of ability at
the schools level, it gets very difficult for them
to crack these exams.
We all are aware of the CUET, which is
going to be there for 41 central universities,
which will most likely have an objective and
subjective type of questions (information
through different newspaper articles) and if
a Student has practiced such types of questions at the school level, the entrance examination will be a cakewalk for them.
The current term assessment policy will
help students to think for themselves, think
about future perspectives, and will help them
make a calculated decision based on learning, literacy, and various life skills. And last,
but not the least, it will reduce the burden
and stress of the students. Earlier where students used to fear examinations, now they
will enjoy giving these papers.
Finally, I would like to suggest that we
should shift our focus to analytical learning
for our students from primary schools and
develop critical thinking ability from the tender age and give India a better future.
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he pandemic has changed the way
businesses operate and function.
An increasing number of organisations are starting to adopt new practices and measures to support their
employees and customers – and touchless technology is making its mark.
Only a couple of years back, people hardly thought twice about shaking
hands, touching door handles and elevator buttons, but things have changed
drastically with the outbreak of the
COVID-19 pandemic. Now, touching
communal surfaces is a big concern
keeping in mind the safety and health
of employees.
Organisational leaders believe that
touchless technology is the best way to
deal with the situation. As a result, many
organisations are avoiding the use of
biometric attendance systems and
replacing them with touchless timekeeping systems. This system significantly decreases the employees’ chances
of contracting the virus and spreading
it.
Though cleaning communal surfaces in offices and organisations are
critical and an effective way to help prevent the spread of coronavirus, the problem occurs with attendance systems.
Attendance terminals go through plenty of use in short time periods and are
hard to keep clean consistently.
Contactless attendance technology is all
set to witness remarkable growth in the
coming years due to factors like
COVID-19 and the adoption of digital
solutions.
AI-based Touchless Attendance

Tools:
 Cloud-Based Management
System
A cloud-based touchless attendance management system comes with
numerous benefits. The interface is easily accessible across different devices and
captures attendance irrespective of the
location of employees.
Different Interfaces
In the majority of touchless attendance systems, employees are able to
mark their attendance via facial recognition, desktop and mobile application.
Free of Hardware
Cloud-based touchless attendance
management systems are free of hardware. This eliminates all sorts of repairs,
related risks and maintenance activities,
and enhances the cost-effectiveness of
the system.
Easy Integration with HRMS
Contactless attendance management systems usually support easy and
fast integration with HRMS (Human
Resource Management Systems). This
eases the payroll process as accurate and
complete attendance data is available for
every employee.
In conclusion, a good contactless
attendance system provides 100 per cent
visibility of working hours, eliminates
missed punches and streamlines attendance tracking.
It is the features included in a contactless attendance system that plays a
big role in simplifying attendance
tracking and time.
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5000) for the Students taking
early admission has been
waived off. JKLU offers a limited number of meritorious
scholarships on a first-comefirst-served basis.
Early Admissions students have an additional
advantage of securing these
scholarships by early admission offer acceptance.
Last date to apply in early
Admission Round 1: 15
February 2022.
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egistration to much-awaited
Entrance Exam for admisR
sions & scholarships to India’s firstever Employer Funded PG
Programme commences in
January 2022:
EduCLaaS Singapore &
Yangpoo Education has opened its
application window for the muchawaited Global Employability Test
2022 — a national level entrance
exam conducted for admissions to
its two flagship programmes, Earn

While You Learn PG Applied
MasterCLaaS in Software
Engineering, AI-Ml & PG Applied
MasterCLaaS in Digital Business
backed by the alliance of top
MNC’s across the globe.
Global Employability Test
2022 is conducted by AMCAT
(Aspiring Minds Computer
Adaptive Test) on Yangpoo’s behalf
and is designed to check the
employability quotient & aptitude
of applicants.
These 24 months, full-time,
future tech programmes designed

in Asia’s innovation & technology
capital — Singapore offer six
months intense learning by international faculty, industry experts
delivered through flipped classes &
live-online sessions along with 18
months of paid, virtual, on-the-job
training with global companies.
Successfully cracking the GET
2022 will enable students to apply
for these one-of-its-kind PG programmes that offer a chance to
cover almost 70 per cent of the
programme fees.
The GET 2022 consists of

four
sections:
English
Comprehension, Quantitative
Ability, Logical Ability, and
Domain-based technical skills to
check employability as required by
the prospective employers supporting the programmes.
It is an online CBT (Computer
Based Test) held in a remote proctored mode where students will be
supervised via proctoring software
that monitors students' computer's
desktop, webcam video, and audio.
Yangpoo & EduCLaaS Exam
Help Desk — 1800-547-8003.
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anagement is one of the most elite
professions and hence introducing
yourself as an MBA graduate is
always a matter of pride. An MBA degree
is a perfect way to stimulate one’s career. The
MBA programme was first offered by
Harvard University in Cambridge, MA in
1908. In India, in the year 1953, the Indian
Institute of Social Welfare & Business
Management was established in Kolkata and
was the first college to offer an MBA degree
in India.
Since then, the demand for MBA is ever
increasing. But you may be wondering, will
this demand for MBA be this high always?
How long will an MBA degree help one’s
career is still a question for many.
The demand for an MBA degree is still
high and will continue to be high because
of the massive returns it has to offer to students. It helps you develop leadership
skills, business principles, professional networking and makes you job-ready.
It gives you a push that is essential for
entering and sustaining in the market. An
MBA degree offers a range of specializations such as marketing to finance, operations to human resources. These specializations develop managerial skills and
make you aware of various industry offerings.
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From a job market perspective, employers are now looking for highly skilled candidates over novice candidates. Many consulting firms like Deloitte, Larsen & Turbo,
Axis Bank, Hindustan liver, Accenture,
HDFC Bank, Aditya Birla, and Bain, etc.
want employees with MBA qualifications
because these candidates possess analytical
abilities and domain knowledge that are
essential to do the job efficiently.
They prefer candidates with an MBA
degree who know how to pitch ideas and
sell products or services. Another reason
why employers prefer MBA candidates is
that the MBA course improves communication skills and helps to develop a student’s
personality. This complete package of benefits upskills you and helps you succeed in
your future.
The demand for MBA will never sink
as it has a lot to offer to aspirants and fulfill their dreams, whereas, we strongly
believe the demands and its popularity will
be towering after decades and ages too and
it will never go out of fashion.
A few international & indigenous companies that have a high demand for MBAs
are as folllows.
 BCG: The Boston Consulting Group is
one of the highest recruiters of MBA students with offices in 45 countries
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 JP Morgan: The JP Morgan not only
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national/fees-and-funding/scholarships/undergraduate/interna- & = 7 /  \ ]
tional-undergraduate-scholar- 3& =
ship-2022.
]
[: $
:
Aplications are invited for 25 &#;>>"
Engineering International UG
Excellence Scholarships at # '$ 
Monash University, Australia.
Eligibility: Are an international student who is currently
in Year 12 (or equivalent), or
completed Year 12 (or equivalent) in the previous year, and
have not undertaken any other
tertiary study. The candidates
must have a full offer or a conditional offer on meeting English
requirements.
Supporting documents:
Submit a transcript, a statement, a copy of educational certificates and other required at the
time of application. Check all
documents to be emailed.
Email your documents as a single PDF to sebs.csu.documents@monash.edu.
Admission requirements:
Applicants must have achieved
a minimum equivalent ATAR
score of 95.00 to take enrolment
in an engineering course at
Monash.
Language requirement:
Before you apply to Monash, you
must meet the minimum English
language requirements.
How to apply: Applications
are not necessary, when you submit a course application at
Monash University you will
automatically eligible for the
grant programme.
Application deadline: It is
March 4, 2022.



employs management graduates from
the financial sector but also from other
sectors too.
Microsoft: The company has its offices
in 70 countries and it preferably recruits
MBA graduates for various positions in
finance, marketing, operations, and
sales.
Morgan Stanley: It is a company that
offers the best payment to employees
and picks MBA graduates in the financial sector for employment.
TCS: The TCS offers the best remuneration to its employees and hires the
finest talent from famed B-Schools for
leading positions.
Infosys: The companylooks for young
MBA enthusiasts who can help the company succeed and expand greatly. It also
provides excellent opportunities to candidates who possess great skills and abilities.
Wipro: This company too is not behind
in the race. It offers the best package to
its employees and hunts the best talent
with highly skilled and knowledgeable
MBA graduates from renowned
Institutes.
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he University of Sheffield,
UK invites applications
for its international UG
scholarship for international
students wanting to study UG
studies at the university.
The scholarship is worth
£2,000 per year for courses in the
Faculty of Arts and Humanities
and Faculty of Social Sciences
and £2,500 per year for Faculty
of Engineering, Faculty of
Medicine, Dentistry and Health
and Faculty of Science.
Eligibility: Commence
studies of UG degree at the university in September 2022. All
undergraduate degree courses
are included except for Medicine
(A100/A101) and Dentistry
(A200); You must choose the
university as your firm or insurance choice before 16:00 (UK
time) on 17 June 2022.
The scholarship is applicable
to each subsequent academic
year of study, subject to achieving 60% or above and achieving
a minimum of 120 credits in the
previous academic year. The
scholarship is not applicable to
any compulsory or optional
years in industry, work placements or year abroad.
How to apply: The scholarship will be awarded automatically; no scholarship application
is required in the first or any subsequent years.
To know more: Visit:
https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/inter-

ne of the biggest challenges we
face as a collective whole is sustainable development. The
resources we have are finite, available in
limited quantities. Our needs, however,
as a growing population are rapidly
increasing. As we continue to consume,
we are encroaching upon resources
that are gradually depleting. There is no
denying the fact that we are experiencing the effects of global warming, environmental degradation and climate
change around us.
In this context, it has become more
important than ever before to understand the implications of our decisions
as consumers and contributors to the
environment that we live in. As we witnessed alarming levels of pollution in the
national capital in the past few days, our
attention has been brought back to our
surroundings and the world that we
reside in.
According to The World
Commission on Environment and
Development, sustainable design or
development is one that 'meets the needs
of the present without compromising the
ability of future generations to meet their
own needs'. Right from how we use the
resources that are available to us to creating a more sustainable future, designers are constantly exploring new ways to
solve the dichotomy of how limited
resources can satiate the infinite demand
for them.
The onus does not solely lie with the
designer or manufacturers and producers of the products we use. It is also
equally, if not more, our responsibility
as consumers, as citizens and as part of
the larger ecosystem to better understand the effects of our decisions. This
is the first and most essential step
towards a more sustainable future.
In recent times there has been an
increasing awareness about the consequences of our choices, particularly what
we choose to consume and how we dispose of our products at an individual and
societal level. The age we live in is both
blessed and cursed by the one
omnipresent influence in our life —
social media. While this is a great
medium to raise awareness, it is equally important that we practice a more sustainable way of living and working as
well.
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In the process of manufacturing new
products, companies and designers
alike can advocate for the use of greener and more eco friendly materials. This
not only helps in minimising energy
consumption and waste production but
it also goes a long way in optimizing any
given product's life cycle. Avoiding
chemicals, using recyclable and easily
decomposable materials, taking into
consideration transport and operation
are all imperative facets that need to be
thought about when designing and
manufacturing a product.
Change, of course, starts with the
right kind of education. Equipping the
youth of tomorrow with not only the
knowledge and awareness of their surroundings but also the skills and aptitude to design equitable solutions to the
problems we face as a society is imperative. Creating a new generation of
designers, who are conscious, empathetic, ethical and innovative is more important than ever before.
With the kind of multi-disciplinary
learning, hands-on approach to problem
solving and a practical outlook that colleges are now espousing in their pedagogy, the future looks bright, one where
we can live in harmony with our surroundings, one where the impacts of our
decisions do not weigh heavily on the
environment that nurtures us.
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ALL EYES ON VIRAT KOHLI THE
BATTER AS INDIA TAKE ON SA
 & X
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he mighty Virat Kohli's
presence in the Indian
playing eleven as a mere
player for the first time in
seven years will be keenly followed
while his potential successor in
red-ball cricket, K L Rahul, will be
judged for his captaincy in the
three-match ODI series against
South Africa beginning here on
Wednesday.
Whether he is batting in the
middle or fielding at the boundary
line, Kohli's every move is tracked
but some of that attention will now
have to be shared by Rahul.
More importantly, will he be
at his usual animated best on the
field or will the cricketing world see
a rather subdued Kohli after his
stunning resignation from Test
captaincy brought an end to his
innings as official leader of the

T

team across formats?
He did not want to leave ODI
captaincy after relinquishing the
role in the shortest format and it
led to a war of words with the
BCCI on how the entire matter was
handled.
His supporters and Indian
cricket in general will be hoping
that Kohli has put his differences
with the BCCI firmly behind him
and come Wednesday, he starts a
new innings with his willow doing
most of the talking. A highly
desired century after two years
would be cherry on top.
Rahul, who is leading the side
in the absence of an injured Rohit
Sharma, is expected to turn to
Kohli for advice during the series.
Not only Kohli has a major
role to play as a batter, but as vicecaptain Jasprit Bumrah said on the
eve of the series, the star "will
always be a leader" in the team.
With the new leadership and

support staff, India will look to win
the series with one eye on preparations for the 2023 World Cup
and also make up for the disappointment of unexpectedly going
down in the Tests last week.
The last time a full strength
India played an ODI series was at
home against England in March
before a second string squad travelled to Sri Lanka in July.
Rahul batted in the middleorder against England but it
remains to be seen if he moves
back to the top alongside Shikhar
Dhawan. Ruturaj Gaikwad, who
made the squad following an
exceptional domestic season,
might have to wait longer for his
ODI debut.
It will be crucial three games
for the seasoned Dhawan, who has
already lost his place in the T20
side. The southpaw has thrived
under pressure in the past and
will be looking to solidify his

Z#&#
+ X!&

position as the first-choice opener alongside Rohit when the
latter returns from injury.
Kohli will bat at his usual
number three spot while
there will be a toss-up
between Sur yakumar
Yadav and Shreyas Iyer
for the number four position.
Rishabh Pant is
expected to come at
number five while
Venkatesh Iyer is likely to
make his 50-over debut
as the all-rounder at six,
having shown promise
in the T20s against New
Zealand.
The two spinners
likely to play are
Yuzvendra Chahal
and R Ashwin, who
has made a comeback after more
than four years.

 & 

L Rahul will captain the yet-to-be-named
Lucknow franchise in the upcoming IPL, a league
K
source told PTI on Tuesday.
It is learnt that Rahul is one of the players
Lucknow has picked from the draft ahead of the mega
auction on February 12 and 13 in Bengaluru.
The other two are likely to be Australian allrounder Marcus Stoinis and uncapped leg spinner
Ravi Bishnoi.
"Rahul will captain Lucknow. The team is
deciding on the other two draft picks," an IPL source
told PTI. Rahul led Punjab Kings for the past two
seasons but did not want to stay at the franchise.
Bishnoi was also with Punjab while Stoinis represented Delhi Capitals. RPSG Group had shelled out Rs
7090 crore to buy the Lucknow franchise.
Rahul is currently the stand-in captain of the
Indian ODI team in South Africa in the absence of
an injured Rohit Sharma.
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batter and captain Yash Dhull will be
expecting a much improved batting effort from
Ihisn-form
team when record four-time champions India

ormer first-class and IPL cricketer
Rajagopal Sathish was allegedly
F
offered Rs 40 lakh to fix matches dur-

unith Wellalage led from the front
with an all-round show as Sri
D
Lanka defeated Australia by four wick-

take on Ireland in their second Group B match of
the ICC U-19 World Cup here on Wednesday.
Having started their campaign with a 45-run
win over South Africa, the Indians are brimming
with confidence and are expected to steamroll
Ireland at the Brian Lara Stadium.
Both India and Ireland have registered wins in with 251 runs in five games and struck an unbeattheir openers. While India beat South Africa, Ireland en 100 against Australia in the team's final warmup game on January 11, is expected to score a bagdefeated Uganda by 39 runs.
Dhull single-handedly anchored the Indian ful of runs in the tournament but managed only 1
innings against the Junior Proteas as they lost both in the opener. Right-arm pacer Rajvardhan
Hangargekar (1/38), who has
their openers — Harnoor Singh
played senior cricket for
and Angkrish Raghuvanshi early
  
Maharashtra and impressed with
after being put into bat. Dhull
added vital 71 runs with Shaikh 6  ?%@$ 7 his raw pace in the Asia Cup, and
Rasheed (31) for the third to res- /+)/!2)+/3(+*2) left-arm fast bowler Ravi Kumar
both had ordinary outings
urrect the Indian innings first and
then stitched valuable contributions with Nishant against South Africa. Meanwhile in the other match
Sidhu (27), Raj Bawa (13) and Kushal Tambe (35) of the day, Australia will take on Scotland in a Group
to give his bowlers a decent target to defend. But D game in Basseterre.
Squads (from):
come Wednesday, Dhull would be looking for more
India: Yash Dhull (c), Harnoor Singh, Angkrish
support from his openers to ease the pressure on
middle and lower-order going into the knockout Raghuvanshi, SK Rasheed (vc), Nishant Sindhu,
stages of the tournament. If Indian batters were not Siddarth Yadav, Aneeshwar Gautam, Dinesh Bana,
upto the mark against South Africa, it was com- Aaradhya Yadav, Raj Angad Bawa, Manav Parakh,
pletely contrasting performance from the bowling Kaushal Tambe, Rajvardhan Hangargekar, Vasu
unit. Left-arm spinner Vicky Ostwal (5/28) turned Vats, Vicky Ostwal, Ravi Kumar, Garv Sangwan.
Ireland: Tim Tector (c), Diarmuid Burke,
out to be the star performer with the ball while rightarm fast bowler Raj Bawa (4/47) gave the perfect Joshua Cox, Jack Dickson, Liam Doherty, Jamie
support from the other end as India bowled out Forbes, Daniel Forkin, Matthew Humphreys,
Philippus le Roux, Scott MacBeth, Nathan McGuire,
South Africa for 187 runs.
Jalandhar-born left-handed opener Harnoor, Muzamil Sherzad, David Vincent, Luke Whelan,
who was India's leading run-getter in the Asia Cup Reuben Wilson.

ing the Tamil Nadu Premier League
41-year-old Sathish was part of
Chepauk Super Gillies squad that won
the TNPL last season. The former
Tamil Nadu player has also been part
of Mumbai Indians, Punjab Kings and
Kolkata Knight Riders in the IPL. A
person named Bunny Anand made
the offer to Sathish via Instagram.
"He informed us as well as the
International Cricket Council earlier
this month that he was offered money
through social media. Since we are
only facilitators in such cases, we
advised him to lodge a police complaint. He has done that and now
police will investigate and do the
needful," BCCI ACU chief Shabir
Khandwawala told PTI.
The complaint has been filed
with Bengaluru Police.
The TNPL was played from July
19 to August 15 last year.
Asked why Sathish chose to
approach the BCCI only now, the
ACU chief said: "Whatever the circumstances were, it needs to be seen
by the police.
"We don't want to discourage
him. If he has decided to come out,
our duty is to show him the way,"
Khandwawala, who is a former
Gujarat DGP, added.
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ndia's HS Prannoy entered the second round of the men's singles comIpetition
at the Syed Modi International
badminton tournament after registering a straight-game win over Ukraine's
Danylo Bosniuk but seventh seed
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ive years and five long sets later,
five-time Australian Open runF
ner-up Andy Murray finally has won
another match at the season-opening Grand Slam tournament.
The former No 1-ranked
Murray, playing thanks to a wildcard invitation as he continues his
career comeback from hip operations and thoughts of retirement,
beat 21st-seeded Nikoloz
Basilashvili 6-1 3-6 6-4 6-7(5) 6-4 on
Tuesday to reach the second round
at Melbourne Park.
He lost a five-setter in the first
round in 2019 — a match he, and
everyone else, thought might have
been his last in Australia — after
missing the 2018 edition with an

Sourabh Verma was stunned by
Azerbaijan's Ade Resky Dwicahyo
here on Tuesday.
On a comeback trail, the fifth
seeded Prannoy took just 36 minutes
to get the better of Bosniuk 21-14 2118 in his opening match.
A former top-10 player, Prannoy,

who gave a good account of himself
before being stopped by 20-year-old
Lakshya Sen in the quarterfinals of the
India Open last week, will next meet
compatriot Priyanshu Rajawat, who
got a first round walkover from Rahul
Yadav Chittaboina.
However, the tournament was
over for fourth seed Sameer Verma
after he retired hurt against Ireland's
Nhat Nguyen.
Sameer was trailing 2-7 in the first
game before he decided to concede the
match due to a calf muscle injury,
which he had sustained in October last
year.
Subhankar Dey also conceded
his match against compatriot Kartikey
Gulshan Kumar due to an injury when
he was trailing 2-9 in the opening
game. Later in the day, Sourabh suffered a 15-21 21-19 21-18 first-round
defeat to Dwicahyo in a match that
lasted one hour and seven minutes.
Among women, Ashmita Chaliha
gave a first round walkover to Malvika
Bansod, while Aakarshi Kashyap
defeated Mugdha Agrey 21-13 21-14
and Anupama Upadhyaya eased past
Rituparna Das.

'
injury. He missed the 2020 tournament with a pelvic injury and last
year's event because of COVID-19.
"It's been a tough three, four
years. Put in a lot of work to get back
here," Murray said in his postmatch TV interview at John Cain
Arena, which was formerly known
as Hisense and is parochially
referred to as the People's Court.
"I've played on this court many
times, the atmosphere is incredible.
This is the one where I thought
I'd played my last.
"Amazing to be back, winning
a five-set battle like that. Couldn't
ask for more."
Murray beat
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ets to register their second consecutive
win in Group D of the ICC U-19 World
Cup here.
Wellalage (5/28) first spun the web
around Australia batsmen with his slow
left-arm tweakers to bundle out the
opposition for 175 runs after opting to
bowl at the Conaree Sports Club on
Monday.
Opener Campbell Kellaway was
the top-scorer for Australia with a 77ball 54-run knock as Sri Lankan
bowlers picked up wickets at regular
intervals to make life difficult for their
opponents.
Besides, Wellalage, Treveen
Mathew (2/32) and Matheesha
Pathirana (2/34) picked up two wickets apiece for Sri Lanka.
Chasing a modest target, Sri Lanka
suffered early jolts and were reduced
to 49 for four at one stage before
Wellalage steadied the ship with a 71ball 52 and stitched two crucial partnerships with wicketkeeper Anjala
Bandara (33) and Ranuda Somarathne
(32 not out) to take Islanders home in
37 overs.
Sri Lanka are leading Group D with
four points from two games, while
Australia are placed third with a win.
West Indies beat Scotland in a
Group D match in Basseterre
In another Group D match in
Basseterre, West Indies thrashed min-
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oung Lakshya Sen reached a
career-high 13th in the latest
badminton world rankings after
winning the men's singles crown
in the India Open, a title triumph
in which also lifted the men's
doubles duo of Satwiksairaj
Rankireddy and Chirag Shetty to
eighth place.
Two-time Olympic medallist
PV Sindhu and former world
number one Kidambi Srikanth
remained static at seventh and
10th spots, respectively, even as
Satwiksairaj and Chirag moved
up two places.
Sen made a jump of four
places, moving up from the 17th
position with 66470 points to
close in on reigning world champion Loh Kean Yew at 12th spot.
Sen defeated Yew in the final of
the India Open.
Last year, Sen reached the
BWF World Championships
semifinal where he lost to
Srikanth in a hard fought match
21–17, 14–21, 17–21 and settled
for a bronze medal.
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nows Scotland by seven wickets to register their first win of the tournament.
Electing to field, West Indies first
bundled out Scotland for 95 in 35.4
overs and then chased down the target in 19.4 overs by losing just three
wickets. Right-arm pacer Shiva Sankar
(3/17) was the star performer for West
Indies with the ball, while off-break
bowler Onaje Amory (2/26) and leftarm spinner Anderson Mahase (2/16)
also chipped in with wickets.
Pakistan register easy win over
Zimbabwe in Group C in Trinidad
Opener Haseebullah Khan
smashed a brilliant century as Pakistan
showed their batting prowess to start
their campaign on a positive note, beat-
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ndia head coach Thomas
Dennerby on Tuesday said the
Ihosts
would aim to break down a
strong Iranian defence with an
attacking game to eke out a win in
their women's AFC Asian Cup
opener here on Thursday.
The match against Iran would
be crucial for India in their bid
to qualify for the quarterfinals.
Iran are the lowest ranked
team in Group A which also
has China and Chinese Taipei.
They are ranked at 70th in the
world as against India's 55th.
"Our first target is to get
to quarter-finals, we think
we have a realistic
chance to do that.
Iran is going to be a
real tough game.
We have followed
them
through videos
and they are really a fighting
( t e a m ) , "
Dennerby said in

a virtual media interaction.
"They (Iran) have strong
defence, they defend very well
around their box. It is going to be
a challenge for us to score. It is not
going to be an easy game. We are
hoping that with some creative and
good passing game, we can break
down their defence," he added.
"We have a lot of players that can create
chances and score
goals.
We have to be good
all through the match."
A win against Iran
will give India a big
chance to make it to the
knock-out stage -- the
quarterfinals. A quarterfinal berth will virtually
ensure at least an Intercontinental Play-offs
berth for the 2023
FIFA World Cup in
Australia and New
Zealand.
Five teams from
the tournament will
directly qualify for
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Basilashvili in a three-hour threesetter last week in Sydney, where he
reached the final of the tuneup tournament.
This one went almost four
hours.
When the 34-year-old Murray
clinched it on his third match point,
he turned to the back of the court,
closed his eyes and pumped his fists
to celebrate.
After walking over to his courtside chair and dropping his racket,
he returned to the court, punched
the air and yelled "Let's go!"
It was Murray's 49th win in an
Australian Open singles match,

ing Zimbabwe by 115 runs in Group
C at the Diego Martin ground.
Wicketkeeper Haseebullah scored
135 off 155 balls, the highest score of
the tournament so far, while Irfan Khan
made 75 off 73 deliveries to propel
Pakistan to 315 for nine after being sent
into bat.
Haseebullah and Irfan shared 192
runs for the third wicket to set the platform for the total.
For Zimbabwe, pacer Alex Felao
(5/58) picked up a fifer.
Brian Bennett (83) played a lone
hand for Zimbabwe but they were
never really in the hunt after early dismissals and were all out for 200 in 42.4
overs.

moving him ahead of Andre Agassi
and Ivan Lendl into fifth-place alltime. Match win No 50 is the
immediate priority.
"I think there's things in my
game I can do better," said Murray,
who lost the 2010 final to Roger
Federer and four others to Novak
Djokovic.
"Would love to have a deep run
here, if possible.
"It's something I've not had in
one of the Slams since I've come
back from the injury, and it's something that's motivating me."
Murray's wasn't the only dramatic five-setter that finished in the

the 2023 women's FIFA World Cup
while another two will make it to
the Intercontinental Play-offs.
Australia, which finished runners-up in the last edition of the
AFC Asian Cup, have already
qualified for the 2023 FIFA World
Cup as co-hosts.
"It is a big challenge obviously for us, but it is also a very big
opportunity. If we qualify for the
quarterfinals, we have a chance for
qualifying for the FIFA World
Cup next year and that will be huge
for Indian football," said captain
Ashalata Devi.
"We are hoping that the Asian
Cup being hosted in India will give
a big boost to women's football in
our country. Everyone in the team
now wants to play the first match
right away," said the pivot of
Indian defence with 64 caps under
her belt.
Since taking charge of the
Indian team in August last year,
Dennerby has been trying to
change the playing style from a
predominantly long ball game to
short passing one.
early evening on Day 2.
Ninth-seeded Felix AugerAliassime fended off Emil
Ruusuvuori 6-4 0-6 3-6 6-3 6-4, and
Maxime Cressy overcame 20 double-faults to upset fellow American
and No 22-seeded John Isner 7-6(2)
7-5 6-7(4) 6-7(4) 6-4.
Second-seeded
Daniil
Medvedev, one of the biggest potential beneficiaries of Djokovic's
deportation, had a much more routine first round.
Nine-time champion Djokovic
was already back in Serbia — two
days after losing his legal challenge
to stay in Australia despite being
unvaccinated against COVID-19
— when Medvedev went into Rod
Laver Arena for a 6-1 6-4 7-6(3) win
over Henri Laaksonen.

